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The International Facility Management 
Association (IFMA) joins facility  
management (FM) advocates  

around the world in celebrating the  
publication of two International  
Organization for Standardization (ISO) 
standards impacting the industry.

ISO - an independent, non-governmental 
organization and developer of international 
voluntary consensus standards -  
published two standards in April 2017:  
ISO 41011:2017, Facility management –  
Vocabulary; and ISO 41012:2017,  
Facility management – Guidance on  
strategic sourcing and the development  
of agreements.

Recently, the increasing cost of  
fragmentation within the industry has 

underscored the need for a unified global 
FM community. IFMA, as the largest global 
FM body, has pursued the development 
and support of that effort through ISO 
standard-making and productive global 
partnerships like the landmark IFMA-RICS 
collaboration. Since 2012, IFMA has served 
as administrator on behalf of the American 
National Standards Institute (ANSI) u.S. 
Technical Advisory Group (TAG), playing a 
vital role in the development of global  
FM standards.

“The ability of FM practitioners to speak 
the same professional language around the 
world is the foundation of a robust global 
community that will be better situated to 
tackle the challenges of the future,” said Jim 
Whittaker, past chair of IFMA, who leads the 

effort for the U.S. ANSI TAG. “For an  
industry as diverse as FM, developing 
standards can be a daunting task, but the 
reward for success is worth the effort. On 
behalf of IFMA and the FM industry, I’d like 
to thank everyone who helped make these  
standards a reality, including Stan Mitchell 
for his vision and leadership as the ISO 
Technical Committee chair and Paul 
Stadlöder, Jay Drew and Olav Egil Sæbøe, 
who served as working group convenors.”

ISO standards are available online at 
www.iso.org. ISO expects to publish a third 
technical report — ISO 41013, Facility 
management – Scope, key concepts and 
benefits — later in 2017.

www.ifma.org

IFMa celebrates publIcatIon oF 
two new Iso standards For FM

The use of disposable coffee cups 
could be reduced by 50 – 300 million 
annually according to research  

announced today by leading coffee  
roaster Bewley’s.

An estimated 2.5bn disposable coffee 
cups are used in the uk each year, creating 
approximately 25,000 tonnes of waste.

The research, conducted from  
September to December 2016 by Cardiff 
university on behalf of Bewley’s tested a 
range of measures that could encourage 
the use of re-usable coffee cups.

The research found that financial  
incentives, re-usable alternatives, and  
clear messaging reminding customers of 
the environmental impact of single use  
coffee cups all had a direct impact on  
consumer behaviour.

The study found that a charge on  
disposable cups increased the use of  
re-usable coffee cups by 3.4%,  
environmental messaging in cafes  
increased the use of re-usable coffee cups 
by 2.3%, the availability of re-usable cups 
led to an increase of 2.5%, and the  
distribution of free re-usable cups led to  
a further increase of 4.3 %.

Commenting on the results, Professor 
Wouter Poortinga of Cardiff University 
and author of the report said, “While the 
increases for individual measures were 
modest, the greatest behavioural change 

was when the measures were combined”.
The study found that the provision of 

free re-usable alternatives combined with 
clear environmental messaging and a 
charge on disposable cups increased the 
use of reusable cups in one cafe from  
5.1% to 17.4%.

“Our results show that, on average, the 
use of reusable coffee cups could be  
increased by up to 12.5% with a  
combination of measures. With this in 
mind, the uk’s usage of an estimated 2.5bn 
disposable coffee cups each year could 
be cut by up to 300 million coffee cups,” 
Professor Poortinga continued.

The most notable finding was that, while 
a charge on disposable cups increased  
the use of re-usable coffee cups, a discount 
on re-usable coffee cups had no impact on 
their usage.

Professor Poortinga said: “There is an  
important nuance when it comes to  
financial incentives. People are far more 
sensitive to losses than to gains when 
making decisions – so if we really want 
to change a customer’s behaviour then a 

charge on a disposable cup is more likely  
to be effective”.

As one of the largest foodservice coffee 
business in the uk & Ireland, Bewley’s has 
been working with industry partners on the 
sustainability of coffee cups for some time. 
Louise Whitaker, Head of Marketing  
at Bewley’s uk, said: “There is a huge 
amount of waste being sent to landfill each 
year and promoting reusable cups is part  
of the solution”.

While it may be difficult to persuade  
customers to change the way they drink 
their daily cup of coffee or tea, companies 
have a responsibility to play their part in 
solving the coffee cup waste problem.

Louise Whitaker of Bewley’s continued: 
“As a company we are committed to  
working with our cup providers and 
customers to provide a solution to the 
problem. The research is a really useful 
step forward in knowing how best to steer 
people towards bringing their own cups.”

The findings of the research will be 
submitted to the Government’s Inquiry into 
Coffee Cup Waste.

uK could cut the use oF dIsposable  
coFFee cups by 50 - 300 MIllIon per year, 
new research suggests

Research by Bewley’s and Cardiff University  
identifies measures that can help encourage  
the use of re-usable cups by coffee drinkers

Bumper year for green roof construction with 
popularity booming across Southern England

A s sustainable and energy efficient 
construction continues to rise, the 
number of planning applications for 

green roofs across Great Britain in 2016 
surged by 34 per cent compared to the 
figures registered in 2015. 

According to recent data published 
today by Barbour Product Search, it was 
the southern regions of England that 
dominated green roof applications in 2016, 
accounting for 65 per cent of the total. 
Regionally, London accounted for the  
highest number of applications with 266  
in the year.

Across all the construction sectors it was 
housing that generated the most green 
roof applications in 2016, with 42 per cent 
of the total, almost three times the amount 
from the second placed  commercial & 
retail sector.

until last year, applications for green 
roofs had been stagnant since 2013. The 
boost in application numbers has been 
linked to a number of factors such as  
biodiversity awareness, environmental 
effects and the potential financial benefits 
from installing a green roof.

Commenting on the figures, Michael 

Dall, Lead Economist at Barbour ABI, sister 
company to Barbour Product Search, said: 
“With an ever growing concerted effort to 
make cities greener, it is no surprise to see 
London lead all regions with 47 per cent of 
green roof applications in 2016.  
Furthermore, we must also consider the 
spread of wealth throughout the country 
- with property and new build projects 
predominantly more expensive in southern 
England, residents need a larger income, 
thus often having more flexibility to add a 
green roof to their properties.” 

 
 www.barbourproductsearch.info 

Actavo | Building Solutions, the uk’s 
fastest-growing modular building 
 company*, has been awarded 

a number of lots on the new four-year, 
£750m NHS modular building framework. 

With NHS bed availability at an all-time 
low, increasing facilities in a limited  
timeframe is essential. The new framework, 
which has been set up by the NHS, is solely 
for the supply of modular buildings and 
promotes faster, cheaper and greener 
building solutions. 

The new framework has been split into 
11 lots. Actavo, along with the other  
successful contractors, will act as the  
principal contractor and will provide a wide 
range of services – from full architectural 
design for the initial concept, to services, 
site works and completion of bespoke 
modular buildings, modular healthcare 
units and modular education units.

Matthew Goff, director of UK  
operations at Actavo | Building Solutions, 
 says: “Modular building is the NHS’s  
construction dream. It delivers sustainable, 
cost-effective buildings in tighter  
timeframes which gives a high degree of 
certainty in meeting specific needs.

“As modular buildings are manufactured 
in controlled factory environments and 
assembled onsite, it means that, in many 
cases, ward blocks, A&E departments, 
theatres and cleanrooms can be designed, 
built and delivered in a matter of weeks, 
reducing the pressure on bed availability 
and the need for short-term hire.

“Through working with the NHS over the 
next four years, we look forward to  
delivering offsite constructed buildings 
which are designed to stand the test  
of time.” 

During the tender process,  
Actavo | Building Solutions completed a 
fully comprehensive, pre-qualification  
submission involving quality and pricing 
returns with proposals for a standalone 
modular office, a GP surgery, an operating 
theatre, a single and double classroom 
block and a full school facility.

www.actavo.com/buildings

uk’s fastest-growing modular building company* 
awarded place on NHS construction framework

Specialist audio visual integrator, 
Saville Audio Visual confirms the 
company’s position for setting new 

standards in technical proficiency and  
unwavering customer support by  
successfully completing the InfoComm  
International AV Provider of Excellence 
qualification.

One of only three uk-based audio visual 
companies to attain the recognition, Saville 
sales and marketing director Andy Dyson 
commented: “this is a great achievement 
for the company and a positive industry 
recognition of our total commitment to 
continuing investment in staff development 
and the delivery of excellent customer 
satisfaction”.

The InfoComm APEx program recognises 
companies based on the number of  
employees holding key industry  
certifications, including the InfoComm CTS 
credential, completion of continuing  
education classes and positive customer 
survey responses. 

APEx providers must also prove that they 
meet or exceed the requirements within 2 
ANSI/INFOCOMM standards, the Standard 
Guide for Audiovisual Systems Design 
and Coordination Processes and the AV 
System Performance Verification Standard, 
designed to foster better communication 
between the AV provider and the client. 

“The APEx designation gives AV  
companies a mark of distinction in the 

marketplace,” said David Labuskes, CTS, 
RCDD, InfoComm International’s Executive 
Director and Chief Executive Officer.  
“Saville customers can be confident of the 
AV provider’s professionalism and  
commitment to ongoing training, customer 
service and dedication to excellence.”

www.saville-av.com - 0�70 606 1100      

SAVILLE SETS NEW STANDARD IN EXCELLENCE 
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ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT SySTEMS GuIDE 
REVISED, AIDING ORGANIzATIONS WITH REDuCING 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF GROWTH

BSI, the business standards  
company, has revised BS 8555  
Environmental management  

systems – Phased implementation guide. 
The standard has been updated to reflect  
the recent revisions to ISO 14001:2015 
Environmental management systems.  
Requirements with guidance for use. BS 
8555 provides guidance for organizations 
on implementing an environmental  
management system, irrespective of the 
nature of the business activity, its location, 
or level of maturity.

BS 8555 allows organizations to  
implement and maintain an environmental 
management system using a step-by-step 
approach, with the option to stop at any 
of the five stages, driving positive cultural 
change. The step-by-step approach  
enables adopters of the standard to  
eventually attain a level suitable for  
ISO 14001 certification.

BS 8555 helps organizations adhere 
to regulatory requirements and to  
demonstrate to customers, investors and 
peers that they are giving consideration  
to environmental impacts, whilst helping 
them to manage resources and changes  
in circumstances.

The phased approach allows an  
organization to choose the pace of their 
EMS, decide what phase they want to reach 
and when, and identify and maximize the 
areas of potential greatest return on  
investment. The revised standard was  
reformatted and the language made  
clearer so that each phase follows a  
clear structure.

BS 8555 has brought environmental 
management up to date in line with the 
requirements in ISO 14001: It recognizes 
the changes in the activities of  
environmental management since  
publication in 2003, including ensuring  
that environmental management processes 
are integrated into business processes, 
consideration of the value chain, and  
continual performance improvement.

David Fatscher, Head of Market  
Development for Sustainability and Services 
at BSI, said:  “A successful Environmental 
Management System helps organizations 
remain commercially successful without 
compromising their environmental  
responsibilities. However, such projects  
can sometimes seem daunting and  
management may be unable to commit  
the required resources. By phasing 

 implementation with BS 8555, all  
organizations – whatever the nature or 
scale of business – can improve their  
environmental performance.”

BS 8555 will help organizations  
attract new clients develop their business 
whilst reducing the environmental impact 
of growth, decreasing waste and saving 
energy. The standard  will help businesses 
become more innovative, and improve their 
management system processes. ultimately, 
BS 8555 will help users stay abreast of the 
changes in the environmental arena,  
ensuring they remain ahead of the curve.

Fatscher adds: “BS 8555 has been 
updated to ensure that it continues to help 
organizations improve business processes, 
save money and deal with future  
environmental challenges.”

Panel members involved in the  
development of BS 8555 include  
representatives from IEMA, CIRIA, ukAS,  
the uk Environment Agency, and  
environmental consultants, some of  
whom took part in the recent major  
revision of ISO 14001. 

www.bsigroup.com

Scientists from Cardiff University are 
developing a tool to forecast Wales’s 
greenhouse gas emissions over the 

next 30 years.
Together with world-leading  

multi-disciplinary building science centre, 
BRE, the academics are developing the 
tool on behalf of Welsh Government, who 
will use it to inform the setting of  
appropriate targets and carbon budgets 
for the entire country and quantify policies 
and proposals to be contained in the Low 
Carbon Delivery Plan.

The tool will be used to inform policies 
that help to reduce carbon emissions in 
line with The Environment (Wales) Act 2016, 
which sets a long term statutory emission 
reduction target of at least 80% in 2050 
compared to a 1990 baseline.

These targets are part of a wider  
global ambition, agreed by 195 national 
governments at the uNCCC Conference of 
Parties (COP21) in Paris in December 2015, 
to hold the increase in global average  
temperature below 2 degrees Celsius 
above pre-industrial levels and pursuing 
efforts to limit the temperature  

increase to 1.5 degrees Celsius above  
pre-industrial levels.

The project will see the team engage with 
all sectors across Wales, including energy, 
transport, industry and business,  
agriculture, housing and waste.

The Cabinet Secretary for Environment 
and Rural Affairs, Lesley Griffiths AM,  
comments: “The legislative framework and 
long term ambition introduced by the  
Environment Act offers a tremendous  
opportunity to shape a low carbon future 
for Wales. The challenge for the Welsh  
Government is to develop policies and  
programmes of work which will drive deep 
decarbonisation across our society while 
delivering jobs and economic growth, 
vibrant places to live and work and wider 
benefits to the people of Wales. The  
development of a 2050 pathway tool 
for Wales will ensure our decisions are 
informed by a robust, current and relevant 
evidence base.”

Leading the project will be Dr Monjur 
Mourshed, from Cardiff University’s School 
of Engineering, who has recently developed 
a similar 2050 energy, emissions and food 

pathways model for Bangladesh, available 
at http://www.bd2050.org/.

Dr Mourshed said: “We are pleased to 
be selected to lead this important work, a 
milestone for the development of  
evidence-based, locally-relevant climate 
impact mitigation policies and actions in  
the uk and internationally. The  
industry-academia collaboration will result 
in several innovations in bottom-up  
modelling of energy demand considering 
socio-economic diversity and its evolution.”

BRE have over ten years’ experience of 
collaborating with Cardiff University and the 
BRE Trust currently funds the ‘Centre of  
Excellence in Building Systems and  
Informatics’ based at the university.

Andy Sutton, Associate Director with  
BRE added: “All at BRE are delighted to be 
involved with this project which will  
underpin governance and policy-making  
in Wales for many years to come, and  
ensure they have access to world-leading  
forecasting. The team at Cardiff University 
is already acknowledged as a leader in the 
field and the new tool for Wales will build 
upon their recent work in Bangladesh.”

cardIFF unIversIty researchers to develop tool to 
project wales’s greenhouse gas eMIssIons up to 2050 

W hen it comes to roofing, 
we’re all aware that the 
industry has adapted 
and been honed for 
centuries to form what it 

is today. With such longevity, you could be 
forgiven for thinking that the industry is one 
that rarely sees much change. However, 
within clay roofing, the market is constantly 
required to adapt, resulting in the sector 
experiencing changes and emerging trends. 
With skilled workers in short supply, new, 
easier to install tiling systems are becoming 
ever more popular in order to address this 
problem. Richard Bishop, Category  
Marketing Manager for Roof at  
Wienerberger, examines the market, and 
current trends in clay tiling. 

Within roofing, plain tiles, pantiles and 
large format clay tiles are very traditional 
and form the backbone of the British 
roofscape alongside natural slate, however 
these more traditional products require a 
strong skill set to use and install correctly. 
Within the industry, we’re in the midst of a 
skills shortage and, in order to offset this, 
the trend towards favouring interlocking 
tiles means that roofers are now able to 
complete the work in a more efficient way. 
This move towards interlocking tiles has 
become increasingly common within the 
market and this technology and modern 
production technique has allowed roofing 
solutions manufacturers, such as ourselves, 
to design and produce tiles that are much 
simpler to install. Despite traditional tiling 
techniques being pushed aside in favour 
of easier installation methods, the finished 
roof still boasts the same level of aesthetic 
as it would have done previously. At  
Wienerberger, we always strive to  
champion beautiful roofing, meaning that 
the ability to lay interlocking tiles in this way 
is of a huge benefit and roofing solutions 
can now be offered to suit every need.

 This new ease of installation is also 
altering the practices in each sector. The 
emergence of the interlocking tile means 
that the product is being specifically sought 
out and used by new types of installers, 
including builders who would normally sub 
contract to a roofer. This new system has 
now been established across all  
Wienerberger ranges where the interlock 
and the simple to use product has become 
the introductory level to the various 
markets. Despite this, clay products still 
have the ability to meet all required roofing 

regulations, whilst experienced roofers that 
are trained in traditional laying methods 
are still able to use mortar and follow the 
NHBC mixing guidelines, along with simple 
mechanical fixing techniques.

These advances in the clay roof tile  
sector have come as a result of pressure 
from concrete tiles. Due to concrete  
products being cheaper, clay tiles have 
been required to adapt and progress. In 
changing the product to offer an  
interlocking mechanism, this has allowed 
clay roof tiles to remain easy to lay, whilst 
still boasting the premium feel and style 
associated with the material.

Clay roof tiles are among the oldest 
building materials in the world and are an 
extremely popular choice within the  
industry. The versatility of clay means that 
the tiles can be used almost anywhere 
and for all architectural styles, whether for 
the construction of single family houses 
or apartment blocks or offices and public 
buildings. It also means that the clay  
product can be utilised to create variations 
that are styled on other materials, such as 
slate. Sandtoft’s Rivius interlocking roof tile 
is one example of this, offering an authentic 
slate appearance, whilst being made from 
natural alluvial clay. With a tough ceramic 
finish, Rivius boasts all the aesthetic  
benefits of slate, yet can be installed for half 

the price, making it an extremely popular 
option for customers. The product not only 
offers substantial cost savings, but also time 
savings through the installation process, 
due to there being no need for drilling. This 
efficiency ultimately aids the sale of new 
homes, as developers can get a premium 
roof for a fraction of the price.

Further to these cost savings, the use 
of clay means that the tiles will last for a 
lifetime. When comparing clay roof  
products to their rival concrete  
counterparts the lifespan is vastly greater, 
meaning that clay is a more efficient option. 
There are numerous examples of clay-tiled 
pitched roofs that have lasted over a  
hundred years, which keeps the  
environmental impact of the roof to a  
minimum over a longer period of time.  
In addition, the use of clay means that the 
roof tiles will offer a great rate of colour 
longevity, another way in which we strive  
to ensure we’re providing beautiful  
roofing solutions. 

For further information please visit  
www.wienerberger.co.uk

CURRENT TRENDS IN CLAy ROOFING 
– aDDrESSiNG ThE SKillS ShOrTaGE 
ThrOUGh iNNOvaTiON
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An American engineer and  
professor by the name of 
William Edwards Deming 
once said, “Innovation comes 
from the producer – not the 

customer.” When it comes to the window 
industry I couldn’t agree more. 

After all, what is the incentive for the 
customer to seek an alternative to a tried, 
tested and familiar products – and in 
this context I mean uPVC and aluminium 
windows – when those products do exactly 
what is required of them: they let light in, 
enable those inside to see out and provide 
an adequate level of security.

However innovation, like evolution, 
plays a key role in not only enabling us 
to adapt to the constant changes and 
demands of a continually changing world, 
but also pre-empting those changes and 
demands by developing products and  
services that significantly improve the  
lives of those who use them.

The launch of Boavista, Europe’s first 
full range of fibreglass window frames that 
set new industry standards in sustainability, 
durability and performance, is a perfect 
example of this. 

It is also a move that I believe has the 
potential to disrupt the current window 
supply and install model by providing a 
credible alternative to plastic and  
aluminium. An alternative that offers  
those who choose them the opportunity 
to contribute towards reducing the uk’s 
carbon footprint without compromising  
on design, function or form.

In fibreglass window frames I believe 
that the window revolution has arrived,  
and here’s why. 

a green window of opportunity

From a sustainability standpoint 
fibreglass is far superior than its PVC and 

aluminium counterparts due to its reliance 
on silica, which is naturally found in  
abundance, for its production compared 
with the fossil fuels used to make PVC 
windows - a resource that is both heavily 
polluting and finite. 

A Trend Monitor report, entitled Five 
key Trends which will impact on the uk 
home improvement industry in 2016, 
~highlighted how the millennial consumer 
now looks beyond the cost of a purchase, 
and is more inclined to favour products that 
are based on a circular business model, use 
a minimal amount of the earth’s valuable 
resources and that are manufactured in a 
such a way that designs out waste  
throughout the lifecycle of the product. 
Whilst we are now firmly in 2017 I only  
see this attitude becoming even more 
prominent. 

using the latest in pultrusion  
technology, fibreglass frames are created 
by pulling resin-soaked glass fibres through 
heated dies, which only consumes 0.07  
kilowatt to produce a linear metre of  
window frame weighing approximately 1kg. 

At the point whereby the windows need 
replacing, they can simply be shredded into 
sections and then mixed with concrete and 
asphalt to deliver a lightweight, stronger 
and crack and shrinkage-resistant  
composite material – a process that  
requires very low energy to carry out.

designing out compromise

In terms of design, fibreglass opens  
up a world of possibilities due to its 
strength and stability, which enable it to 
hold large surface areas of glass,  
bypassing the need to produce and fit 
specialist, structural glass. 

From the perspective of an architect 
or homeowner, fibreglass frames support 
more adventurous designs that would 
previously have been prohibitive due to the 
cost associated with incorporating  
bespoke glazing solutions. Not only that, 
but fibreglass also expands in line with  
window glass, removing the need for 
unsightly gaskets to hold the pane in place, 
adding aesthetic value to a building.

Perhaps one of the most striking 
features of a fibreglass frame is that, 
despite weighing half that of aluminium, it 
is exceptionally hardwearing, highly rot and 
corrosion resistant and delivers a much 
longer lifecycle than PVC and aluminium. 

In fact it is these factors that have 
underpinned the material’s success in parts 
of Europe and Canada, countries that were 
quick to harness the power of fibreglass 
to counteract the weather-related erosion 
that window frames in coastal regions and 
harsh climates are subject to. We only have 
to walk down the high street of any coastal 
town to spot evidence of decay brought 
about by the continual blowing of sand and 
the high salt content found within sea air.

Reducing the maintenance associated 
with repainting – or even replacing –  
windows in these parts of the uk would 
not only cut costs but also enhance the 
local environments, removing the sense of 
decline that some coastal towns, through 
no fault of their own, sometimes convey.

Futureproofing the UK

The case for fibreglass is not exclusive 
to coastal towns or highly designed  
residential properties or office blocks. It 
also applies to the uk’s housing market. 

A House of Lords report created by the 
Select Committee on Economic Affairs  
entitled Building More Homes concluded 
that the government’s target of one million 
new homes by 2020 will not be enough. 
More importantly, it put forward the case 
that in order to address the housing crisis, 
at least 300,000 new homes are needed 
annually for the foreseeable future.

This is by no means an insignificant 
amount. If we are to meet this target then 
the annual window footprint alone would 
be considerable and the volume of plastic 
and aluminium required quite daunting.

Given the renewed focus on  
sustainability, not just by millennials but 
also by society as a whole, which is made 
even more urgent by government targets 
that seek to reduce the uk’s carbon  
footprint, isn’t it time that the industry  
embraced new approaches to window 
frames and considered the role it plays  
in contributing towards delivering  
sustainable environments?

The technology exists. The challenge 
now is overcoming the uk’s inherent 
resistance to change by making fibreglass 
windows a standard component within 
the built environment in order to improve 
the sustainability credentials of today’s 
buildings whilst helping to shape those of 
tomorrow.

HAS THE wINDOw REvOLUTION 
ARRIvED? By Neil puttock, Managing Director at  

Boavista Windows UK ltd

A change of approach to plaster 
choice could help housing 
associations significantly cut 
annual maintenance bills, and 
help manage the impact of 

the legislation introduced to reduce social 
housing rent prices.

With housing associations having to 
cut rent prices by 1% a year from 2016 for 
a four-year period, as outlined in the 2015 
budget, many have looked to offset the loss 
of revenue by cutting maintenance budgets 
during the first year of the policy.

However, given the already  
overstretched and ageing nature of the 
uk’s social housing stock, taking further 
resource out of an already limited budget 
can cause serious financial and structural 
problems further down the line, warns a 
specialist plaster provider.

Alex Wright, General Manager of  
Tarmac’s specialist products division,  
comments: “Affordable housing is a major 
issue in the uk, and many housing  
associations are finding themselves in a 
position where property occupancy levels 
are well above original intended use.  
While ensuring social housing properties 
remain affordable is essential, using  
maintenance budgets to take the hit may 
be a false economy.”

One way of making maintenance  
budgets go further, and ultimately  
removing further remedial cost in the 
future, is to change the type of plaster  
used in older properties.

Alex continues: “Given the age of much 
of the uk’s social hosing stock, properties 
are highly susceptible to damp,  
condensation and mould growth. While 
factors such as insulation and glazing have 
been identified as contributing factors, one 
essential construction element which is 
regularly overlooked is plaster choice.

“Due to its low purchase and  
installation costs, gypsum has long been 
the plaster of choice for housing  
associations. However, gypsum plaster  
offers poor levels of breathability as it 
quickly absorbs and retains moisture from 
the surrounding atmosphere and substrate. 
It is this distinct lack of breathability which 
makes it highly susceptible to damp and 
black mould growth.”

Treating the plaster is a lengthy and  
expensive process, with the plaster having 

to be removed, the walls treated with a 
Damp Proof Course (DPC) before waiting 
for it to dry – which usually happens at 
a rate of 25mm a month – to receive a 
backing plaster. Crucially, if gypsum is used 
again then the problems can return.

The alternative is to use lightweight 
renovating plaster, which is able to mitigate 
the potential humidity and air-flow issues 
faced by ageing social housing properties, 
by allowing moisture to pass through it, 
dramatically reducing the likelihood of 
damp occurring.

Alex continues: “Typically renovating 
plasters, such as Limelite from Tarmac, 
include a salt inhibitor which increases  
the retention of dissolved solids within the 
plaster, helping to protect the decorated 
finish. The result is a highly breathable 
plaster solution which delivers balanced 
moisture movement through the  
construction fabric. In turn, this  
breathability allows the substrate to  
dry naturally and prevents damp and 
mould growth.

“Crucially, renovating plaster can be  
retrofitted easily and dries much faster 
than gypsum, meaning lower levels of  
inoccupancy due to maintenance work.”

Alex concludes: “ultimately, given that 

most housing associations are in charge of 
their own specification, making the change 
to renovating plaster could have a positive 
impact on whole life maintenance budgets, 
by putting an end to the many problems 
stemming from gypsum use in ageing  
properties. Rather than limiting  
maintenance work to offset the impact  
of rent reduction, incorporating renovating 
plaster into housing association  
specifications can help drive cost  
efficiencies and promote safe, comfortable 
and affordable social housing stock.”

www.limeliteplaster.co.uk

PLASTER RE-THINk COULD EASE 
MAINTENANCE BURDEN ON 
HOUSING ASSOCIATIONS IN THE 
wAkE OF RENT CUT LEGISLATION

www.boavistawindows.co.uk
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Lifts or elevators – whichever 
side of the Atlantic you choose 
to take your language cues from 
– have been in public use for 
decades. However, did you know 

that Archimedes invented the first type of 
lift over 2000 years ago? unfortunately, 
this type of lift wouldn’t be acceptable for 
modern day society, especially since this 
lift used ropes that were wrapped around 
a drum that was rotated by manpower. 
Imagine trying to use manpower to lift  
passenger lifts? you’d think twice about 
taking the stairs.

One benefit that this type of lift does 
have over other derivatives is that it is  
possibly the most environmentally friendly, 
as no electricity is used. But what makes 
your typical – non-manpowered - lift  
environmentally friendly, and why is it 
important in the modern era?

What is Environmental  
Sustainability?

In the past, this was something that 
people, and businesses for that matter, 

didn’t consider when undergoing certain 
projects. However, it is now something that 
is considered no matter what the project is, 
thanks to the 2005 World Summit on Social 
Development set up by the united Nations.

Before we look at what environmental 
sustainability is, we need to understand 
what sustainability is in general and what it 
aims to do for us as a society. Sustainability 
is the process that humans want to pursue 
so that they can reach a common goal that 
benefits all life on Earth.

This common goal encompasses  
three key developments that are incredibly  
important to our society and the way that 
we live; social, economic, and  
environmental. These are also referred  
to as the ‘Pillars of Sustainability’, and  
they all focus on different, yet incredibly 
important, ideas. 

The environmental development is 
what we mean by environmental  
sustainability; the main focus of  
environmental sustainability is to ensure 
that the rates of the processes that can 

affect the environment, such as renewable 
resource harvesting, and non-renewable 
resource depletion are continued for an 
indefinite amount of time.

This is important because, if these 
aren’t continued for this indefinite period, 
then it means that they are not sustainable.

What Does Environmental  
Sustainability Cover?

Environmental sustainability covers a 
whole host of issues, such as: 

Cutting down on the things that affect 
the Earth’s atmosphere; such as air 
pollution, the use of CFCs, and  
greenhouse gases.
Preserving the natural state of the 
oceans on Earth; sea levels are  
rising due to global warming and coral 
bleaching is an issue due to changes 
in environmental conditions.
Loss of biodiversity, due to the  
introduction of man-made  
infrastructures, deforestation, water  
irrigation, and use of harmful  
pesticides that can affect crop yield.

With this in mind, it is fair to say that 
everything we do, as a society, can have a 
massive impact on the environment. For 
example, in the uk, the peak electricity 
consumption per capita was 6,270.98 kWh, 
which was a record in 2005. However, by 
2004, 50.5 million tonnes of coal were used 
as fuel for the national grid (look at the PDF 
report here), which can have incredibly 
harmful effects on the environment and the 
atmosphere. 

As a result of the 2005 Summit, things 
had to change. In fact, by 2011, the  
electricity consumption per capita  
decreased by 12.74% and, in 2016, Britain 
generated no electricity from coal, which  
is believed to be the first time since the 
19th century. 

Thankfully, this isn’t just a development 
in regards to electricity; companies all 
around the world are making sure that they 
are making less of an impact on the  
environment to make things more  
environmentally sustainable, so that the 
generations that come after ours can live a 

•

•

•

life where air pollution, coral bleaching, and 
smog are outdated.

Understanding Environmental 
Sustainability in the  

Public Sector

Environmental sustainability is  
something that needs to be controlled and 
maintained indefinitely, and it is particularly 
important in the public sectors. This is due 
to the fact that energy is consumed day 
after day in huge amounts in the public s 
ector; such as transportation, energy usage 
in offices, warehouses, and so on. 

Other than public transport, energy 
usage in offices is one of the largest energy 
users. you might not think this is true, but 
office energy usage can include: 

Electricity for lights
Gas for heating
Energy used for other  
maintenance issues 

These all add up, resulting in a huge 
energy usage which can affect the  
environment massively. According to one 
study conducted in the united States in 
2013, one fifth of the US’s entire energy 
consumption is due to commercial  
buildings, which includes offices, retail 
structures, and educational premises. 

Experts in the field have said that,  
unless companies become more  
sustainable, energy consumption within  
the sector will rise and will cost more  
to maintain, which will cause more  
damage to the environment and the  
companies’ wallets.

Are Lifts Changing in  
Compliance with  

Environmental Sustainability?

Lifts are structures that are used in 
a multitude of industries, but they are 
extremely popular within the public sector 
since they can be used in: 

Hospitals, so that patients and their 
loved ones can access different  
floors with ease
Shopping centres, so lots of people 
can access floors at the same time
Office buildings, as some offices will  
be high above the ground and need  
to be accessed quickly 

But how do you make a lift  
environmentally sustainable? The first  
step is to make sure that the mechanisms 
that are used are energy efficient.  

•
•
•

•

•

•

Previously, lifts were designed to maximise 
the capacity, particularly regarding the 
number of people that they can carry. The 
more people you can carry, the better the 
operations are. 

However, this isn’t environmentally 
sustainable, mainly because more energy 
is required to move the lift, which is more 
harmful to the environment. To rectify this, 
lift manufacturing companies around the 
world, predominantly in the uS and the uk 
looked for more sustainable designs. 

This would include designs that  
used less electricity than previously  
implemented, as well as adding  
sustainability to the design, and  
construction of the lift itself. Because lifts 
are relatively large structures, such as 
passenger lifts, it is important to make sure 
that their construction is sustainable, so 
making sure that the final result aids the 
building’s environmental performance.

 
An example of making sure that these  
processes are environmentally sustainable 
 is through an environmental assessment, 
such as BREEAM (Building Research 
Establishment Environmental Assessment 
Method). BREEAM is responsible for using 
sustainability assessment methods to 
make sure that projects, infrastructure, and 
buildings comply with the environmental 
regulations that are put in place.  

Currently, BREEAM has issued over  
half a million certificates and have over  

two million registered buildings under their 
belt. BREEAM aim to address the following 
categories: 

Energy
Innovation
Land use
Materials
Management
Pollution
Waste

These things, when properly regulated 
and assessed, come together to make 
projects all around the world more  
environmentally sustainable for everyone 
that uses them.

In the 21st century, these different 
aspects can affect the way we live our lives, 
even if it’s just that the electricity bill has 
slightly gone up. Environmental  
sustainability is becoming more important 
than ever, and it is vital to ensure that we 
maintain this high level of sustainability as a 
society, if we want to continue to live on this 
planet for years to come. By making sure 
we make the processes that we use are 
eco-friendly, then we will gradually make 
the world a better place.

Axess2 are specialist suppliers and 
installers of high-quality elevator solutions. 
As elevator experts, they deliver an  
array of systems for a range of access 
needs across the retail, commercial and 
domestic sectors.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

THE ENvIRONMENTAL  
SUSTAINABILITy OF LIFTS

SuStainable building
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Altro has unveiled its latest  
innovation: decorative,  
adhesive-free Altro CantataTM 
flooring – designed to create 
maximum impact with  

minimum downtime. Altro Cantata’s 16 
soft-look shades, which range from subtle 
naturals to beautifully vivid, allow you to 
create just the right tone with endless 
design possibilities. 

The new flooring has been designed for 
use in busy environments where days of 
downtime and disruption are simply not an 
option, such as hospitals, schools and  
general circulation areas. using Altro’s 
award-winning adhesive-free installation 
method, with Altro Cantata you can halve 
installation time compared with a  
traditional floor. No adhesive also means 
there are no odours.

Altro Cantata is a durable 2.2mm  
floor that can tolerate medium to  
heavy-duty traffic, meaning that it performs 
in busy spaces as you would expect from 
an Altro floor.  It is also easy to clean, so its 
striking shades look good long-term. Altro 
Cantata holds as effectively as an Altro floor 
installed using adhesive, with no rucks or 
movement. It achieves optimum  
installation results and carries the Altro  
10 year guarantee. 

Altro Cantata is 100% recyclable  
post-consumer and can be re-used in other 

installations. Waste is minimal as only one 
product is used. Any leftover floor can be 
used elsewhere, returned to Altro, or a 
Recofloor collection point, for recycling. At 
the end of its life, it can be removed quickly 
and reused or recycled. And, as you would 
expect from Altro, Altro Cantata contains 
bioplasticisers and is phthalate-free.

Altro Cantata harmonises perfectly with 
other Altro floors, plus Altro Whiterock™ 
hygienic wall cladding and the Altro Fortis™ 
wall, door and corner protection system, 
allowing you to create the look and feel you 
want, throughout.

See for yourself at www.altro.co.uk/ 
Support/Videos/Product-videos/ 
Altro-adhesive-free-flooring or find out 
more at www.altro.co.uk 

We combine the best in contemporary 
style with the functionality required to 
improve the way we all live and work,  
wherever in the world that may be.

DECORATIvE, ADHESIvE-FREE ALTRO 
CANTATA HITS THE RIGHT NOTE

vIvIX® By FORMICA GROUP PANELS USED TO 
RESTORE NURSERy TO ITS FORMER GLORy

When the Scott Wilkie 
Nursery in London 
Borough of Newham 
required structural  
recladding on an  

allocated budget, Newham Council  
selected VIVIX® by Formica Group for  
the exterior façade panels. 

The nursery exterior had lost its lustre 
over time and required an aesthetically 
pleasing, robust and cost effective façade  
to bring it back to life.

Stewart MacLachlan, RIBA MSc architect 
for the in-house technical team for the 
London Borough of Newham, undertook 
the renovation and explains: “The borough 
was keen to give the school a much needed 
facelift and to improve the front of house 
appearance. The colour palette was chosen 
by the school, and since the façade was 
specified for a nursery, it needed to be 

bright and welcoming. We installed 8mm 
VIVIX panels in Spectrum Blue and  
complemented it with accent panels of 
Spectrum yellow.” 

More than simply a choice of aesthetic, 
the sustainability credentials of the  
specified materials were a further  
influencing factor. Stewart continues: “It 
was imperative the panels were resistant 
to impact, abrasion and the elements, and 
that they were easy to maintain. This is 
what attracted us to use VIVIX panels as 
an external cladding. using timber as a 
material requires regular maintenance, and 
metal is an expensive format whereby the 
thin sheets are prone to dent, so I was  
looking for an acceptable alternative that 
was aesthetically pleasing. Working for  
the council it is essential budgets are met 
but without compromising on quality;  
we approach refurbishment with an eye  
on longevity.”

VIVIX panels manage moisture by 
means of an air cavity between the inner 
structure and outer cladding, effectively 
keeping the building dry, insulated and 
more energy efficient. Stewart adds: 
“knowing VIVIX panels provide insulation 
was certainly a factor in their selection. It’s 
also convenient that the panels are simple 
to overlay and cost-effective.” Compatible 
with a variety of fixing systems, from simple 

timber battens to proprietary metal  
systems, VIVIX panels are manufactured 
with renovation requirements in mind. 
Available in 6mm, 8mm and 10mm  
thicknesses, the panels can be cut into a 
variety of shapes and sizes and can also  
be field modified as needed.

VIVIX panels incorporate Formica 
Group’s commitment to sustainable 
principles and practices. Manufactured in 
Europe to ISO 9001 standards, the laminate 
delivers minimal environmental impact as 
determined by Formica Group’s product 
Life Cycle Assessment (LCA). LCA tracks the 
ecological effects of a product throughout 
its lifespan from raw material procurement, 
manufacture and transport, to its use, 
reuse and disposal. All of Formica Group’s 
European manufacturing sites and  
distribution centres have achieved the 
internationally-recognised Forest  
Stewardship Council (FSC) Chain of Custody 
(COC) certification from leading  
accreditation body, BM TRADA. This  
ensures that materials used in the  
production of Formica® High Pressure 
Laminate (HPL) and wood-based bonded 
items are from sustainably managed 
sources. Formica Group is also the first  
global laminate manufacturer to be 
awarded the Carbon Trust Reduction Label 
for its product ranges.
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Architectural aluminium  
glazing systems by leading uk  
manufacturer kawneer  
have been used on a  
ground-breaking development 

for a famous uk institution.
kawneer’s AA®100 zone-drained  

curtain walling, AA®540 top-hung  
casement window vents and series 190 
heavy duty commercial entrance doors  
feature externally and internally on The 
Royal Mint Experience which showcases 
The Royal Mint’s coin minting operations 
within a purpose-built visitor attraction for 
the first time in its 1,000-year history.

The AA®540 window vents were  
specially fabricated by approved specialist 
sub-contractor AB Glass to match the  
oxidised stainless steel cladding panels 
used on the façade of tessellating hexagons 
which mimic the shape of coins. The  
colours within these subtly change with  
the movement of the sun.

Designed by Rio Architects to a BREEAM 
“Very good” rating, the £9 million building 
was constructed over a year by main 
contractor ISG of steel frame with concrete 
floors and precast concrete plinths with 
insulated composite metal cladding to the 
roof and walls, and the walls then overclad 
in the hexagonal panelling.

Comprising a visitor foyer, exhibition 
hall, café/catering kitchen, education  
facilities, staff offices and ancillary spaces 
over 1,700m2, the world-class centre also 
allows visitors to access a factory tour  
overlooking circulating coin production  
areas of the Royal Mint site. Located in 
Llantrisant, South Wales, an adjoining  
car park was built to accommodate  
visitor parking.

Rio senior associate Eldon Lewis said: 
“We worked closely with The Royal Mint to 
create a building whose concept draws on 
elements of the process of minting coins 
such as the use of quality materials and 
craftsmanship. The Royal Mint’s artistic  
endeavour is something to be celebrated 
and, as such, reflected in the design of  
The Royal Mint Experience attraction.

“We also worked closely with the client, 
contractor and design team to incorporate 
the requirements of The Royal Mint’s  
security department.”

kawneer’s systems help to provide light 
into and out of the building, access and 
natural ventilation, with their aluminium 
composition providing longevity.

“They met the aesthetic and  
performance requirements as anticipated. 
The cap system enabled the framed system 
to be incorporated seamlessly using  
perimeter insulated aluminium composite 
closure sections, with EPDM seals fitted 
internally between the frame and abutting 
composite cladding panels,” said Richard 
Roberts.

Anne Jessopp, The Royal Mint’s director 
of commemorative coin, said: “As Britain’s 
oldest manufacturer and the world’s largest 
export mint, our vision was to create an 
exciting new visitor attraction that  
reflected the quality of the centuries of 
craftsmanship and contemporary  
innovation for which The Royal Mint is 

known. The enthusiasm and flare that has 
gone into designing The Royal Mint  
Experience has given us a building that we 
can be very proud of – and it is certainly 
worthy of our aim to be recognised as the 
world’s best mint.” 

Jon James, ISG’s western regional 
director, commented: “The Royal Mint is 
the uk’s oldest manufacturer and currently 
produces currency for around 60 countries. 
The Royal Mint Experience provides an  
opportunity for visitors to see a coin  
minting operation of world renown. 

“The project is not only prestigious, it is 
also a complex scheme spread across two 
sites with both environmental and aesthetic 
considerations.”

For further information:  
www.royalmint.com/experience  

kAwNEER SySTEMS HELP SEE  
THE ROyAL MINT THROUGH A  
GROUND-BREAkING DEvELOPMENT

The manufacturer’s curtain walling,  
windows and doors have been used on  
a new visitor centre
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In the debate between traditional 
chemical and biological cleaners, 
product cost per litre or per case is 
often a decisive factor when choosing 
between the two.

Biological cleaners tend to be more 
expensive on a per litre basis partly due 
to higher raw material costs and partly 
because the producers are often smaller 
companies that do not enjoy the same 
economies of scale as the mainstream 
producers.

To many in the facilities management 
industry, biological cleaners appear to  
deliver poor value compared to their 
chemical counterparts. But are companies 
measuring the costs of cleaning correctly? 
It’s an important question, especially for 
cleaning contractors on slim margins who 
are tasked with purchasing the cleaning 
products and applying them.

Dr Emma Saunders, General  
Manager at Genesis Biosciences explains 
why biological cleaners can be a  
cost-effective alternative for the facilities 
management industry when looking at the 
bigger picture.

What are biological cleaners?

In short, a good biological cleaner  
contains active bacteria, in spore form, 
which support or augment the cleaning  
action the product is trying to fulfil.

The live bacteria in the products  
provide a very distinct advantage  
compared with traditional chemical  

cleaners, as they remain in the application 
area after the cleaning process, continually 
breaking down the soiling.

Why are biological cleaners  
cost-effective?

When looking at the complete picture, 
biological cleaners can provide a much 
larger return on investment than  
traditional chemical cleaners, because they 
can reduce labour costs and protect assets 
and infrastructure.

The drawback with most chemical 
products is they only work during the few 
seconds of cleaning and once cleaned, the 
area immediately starts to become soiled 
again and this makes frequent cleaning a 
necessity leading to higher labour costs.

A key difference is that the use of  
biological products leaves active bacteria 
in the application area. For an extended 
period after the initial clean, the bacteria 
continue to break down soiling; getting 
deep down in surfaces like fabrics, flooring 
and grout to offer greater dirt removal 
and provide ongoing protection against 
further dirt. The active bacteria create a 
more sustained clean environment with 
longer lasting product action, a reduction in 
offensive odours and less need for repeat 
cleaning as the bacteria continue breaking 
down substrate.

The biological action can have a  
substantial effect on the labour required  
to keep an area clean and our own  
findings have shown overall cost savings  

of up to 28% for contractors when using  
a biological formulation.

The gentle nature of the biological  
action also plays an important role in  
asset and infrastructure protection.

Both stronger chemical cleaners which 
have harmful pH extremes, and physical 
‘deep cleaning’ methods can be extremely 
damaging to surfaces and fixtures and the 
damage caused actually encourages  
re-soiling and can be extremely expensive 
to fix.

Because of the natural residual  
beneficial bacteria in the biological  
cleaners, there is less need for harsh 
chemicals or physical methods, and this 
helps in the medium and long term to  
preserve asset value, and reduce the 
impact of damage to hard surfaces and 
fixtures.

Why the facilities management 
industry needs to  
re-evaluate cost

Quite rightly, product cost per litre is 
an important consideration in the facilities 
management industry, but it shouldn’t be 
the final decider for contractors.

With a long-term outlook, using  
biological cleaners can drastically reduce 
ongoing costs for contactors and the 
products also provide a number of cleaning 
benefits over their chemical counterparts.

Taking a short-term approach to  
measuring costs could be costing your  
business in the long-term.

ARE COMPANIES 
MEASURING THE  
COST OF CLEANING 
CORRECTLy?  
Why falSE EcONOMiES 
cOUlD BE cOSTiNG 
yOUr BUSiNESS
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Shifting demographics and  
social awareness of issues such 
as disability are bringing 
greater diversity into the  
modern workforce. Accessibility 

is something that every organisation must 
consider.  That brings specific implications 
for those responsible for health and safety 
practices within a building.  Gerard Wallace, 
managing director of Evac+Chair looks at 
the changing workforce profile and the key 
issue of ensuring safety for everyone in the 
event of a building’s evacuation.

Increased life expectancy and financial 
pressures are shifting the age profile of 
today’s workforce.  Published in December 
2016, the British Social Attitudes Survey 
for 2015 states that while nearly two-thirds 
of employees still expect to retire in their 
60s, 17 per cent expect to be in their 70s 
before they stop work.  In fact, according to 
a report in The Economist*, between 1995 
and 2015, the number of working people 
aged over 65 more than doubled, to over 
one million and it is estimated that by 2020, 
one-third of the workforce will be over 50.  

A major contributory factor behind 
these figures is Government policy which is 
keeping more people in work.  Since 2006, 
it has been possible to continue working 
while drawing a state pension and the age 
at which that pension can be drawn is due 
to rise to 66 by 2020 and 67 by 2028 with 
many expecting this to be nudged to 70.  

Many people want to carry on working 
and many, for financial reasons, need to so 
companies are now actively courting older 
workers.  Older workers are often praised 
for their reliability, experience and loyalty 
and for the ‘soft skills’ in areas such as 
customer services.

Unprecedented numbers of  
people with disabilities in work 

While we can expect a growth in the 
desire for paid employment among the  
upper age group, more people with  
physical impairments are now seeking 
employment opportunities.  This is driven 
by the government encouraging both  
employers and employees to find roles 
where disabilities may no longer be a  
barrier to earning.  

There are nearly seven million people 
with disabilities of working age in the uk.  
Government figures have reported a steady 
rise in the numbers employed.  In 2016, 
the uk employment rate among those with 

permanent disability and of working age 
was 46.5 per cent ie 4.1 million. 

According to the Papworth Trust, only 
17 per cent of people with disabilities were 
born with their impairment - the majority 
acquiring their disability during their  
working lives.  It is estimated that five  
out of six people retain their job after their 
first year.

For people with disabilities and, to a 
greater or lesser degree, older workers, 
accessibility to the workplace is a key issue.  
When considering this, we tend to think in 
terms of ensuring that people can get into 
and move safely around the workplace.  

Building design is adapted to  
incorporate ramp access, wider doorways 
for wheelchair access and passenger lifts 
– all of which provide valid solutions for  
accessibility. They don’t necessarily,  
however, look at how people can get out  
of a building in an emergency.  

Keeping everyone safe

under the Management of Health and 
Safety at Work Regulations 1999, employers 
also have a duty to assess workplace risks 
to the health and safety of employees and 
put in place appropriate procedures to  
be followed ‘in the event of serious and  
imminent danger’.

Put simply, it is not enough to ensure 
that your building is accessible – you also 
have to make sure it can be exited safely by 
all employees in an emergency.

In law, under the Fire Precautions 
(Workplace) Regulations 1997, it is the  
responsibility of the occupier of premises, 
not the Fire Service, to ensure all workers 
are safely evacuated in the case of an 
emergency.  Fire risk assessments must, 
therefore, take into account anyone for 
whom mobility issues mean that they rely 
on a lift to move up and down a building.

The structural provision of escape –  
eg fire stairs or escapes - are clearly  
inappropriate for such people.  That makes 
the inclusion of evacuation equipment such 
as evac chairs and your team trained to use 
them, vital.

An emergency evacuation caused by 
a fire or security incident is, of course, a 
worse-case scenario.  There are, however, 
other situations which could be  
problematical for people with mobility 

issues and which, while less serious, can 
have health and safety implications unless 
proper planning and provision is made.  

Probably the most common is a lift 
failure or power outage. While not  
life-threatening, these situations could be 
distressing for someone unable to use 
stairs.  While colleagues may be willing to 
help, without proper equipment or training, 
there is always a risk of personal injury in 
such situations.

assisted equipment

The decision to install assistive  
equipment such as evac chairs needs to  
be taken on a building-by-building basis to 
fit the needs of each employee.  Very often, 
when people think of ‘the disabled’,  
they automatically think of people in  
wheelchairs.  

In fact, under the Equality Act 2010, a 
‘disabled person’ is defined as someone 
with a physical or mental impairment which 
has a ‘substantial’ and ‘long-term’ effect 
on their ability to do normal daily activities 
such as descending stairs unaided. 

Equally, there are some medical  
conditions that, while they do not qualify as 
disabilities, can impede mobility.  With an 
older workforce, given national statistics, it 
is almost inevitable that a percentage will 
suffer from osteoarthritis (figures show that 
33 per cent of the population aged 45 plus 
have sought treatment for the condition).  

While these and other age-related  
conditions could impact on someone’s 
physical capabilities in terms of mobility, 
they certainly shouldn’t be considered a 
bar to employment on health and safety 
grounds. Evac chairs offer a simple and 
effective solution to ensure a safe exit from 
work for an increasingly diverse workforce.    

PROvIDING SAFE EXIT FROM wORk
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Planting trees is often integral 
to an urban development, but 
without protection roots can  
get damaged, stunting the  
trees’ growth.  The new  

TreeBunker™ Tree Root Development  
System from Wrekin Products,  
manufacturer of intelligent products for  
civil engineering, protects the roots and 
encourages healthy, long-term greenery.

The modular TreeBunker system is easy 
to specify and simple to install.  It gives tree 
roots space to grow without being stifled by 
the pressure of pedestrian or road traffic.  
This means that town planners, landscape 
architects and arboreal consultants can 
successfully add trees to car parks, plazas 
and other urban developments. 

“Trees are good for towns and cities.  
They provide shade and habitats for wildlife, 
reinforce stormwater management systems 
and reduce air pollution.  Research from 
the U.S. Forest Service confirms that trees 
are also beneficial to people’s physical and 
psychological well-being,” says Roy  
Partington, Divisional Director of  
Geosynthetics at Wrekin.  

“The challenge facing planners is that 
trees won’t grow in compacted ground.  
This means finding ways to meet the  
development’s load bearing requirements, 
while giving the tree sufficient space to 
grow in uncompacted soil.”

Wrekin has developed TreeBunker to 
be easy to install whatever size is needed.  
Once the required volume of soil is  
calculated, the tree is planted and the  
appropriate number of TreeBunker  
modules are installed around it.

Each TreeBunker unit consists of a 
grille, lid, base and four structural posts,  
capable of withstanding 15 tonne axle 
loads.  Lids and bases are available in 
square or honeycomb configuration to suit 
individual installation preferences.  

The posts can be supplied by Wrekin  
in any size between 400mm and 1.4m to 
suit the depth of void, and can easily be cut 
on site to adapt to any minor adjustments 
for stable installation.

“The beauty of TreeBunker is that you 
add as many units as needed to protect  
the tree roots.  Then add soil into the 
chambers, and continue building as  
normal.”

The TreeBunker Tree Root  
Development System is available directly 
from Wrekin, who also offers a full design 
service to achieve the best chamber layout 
for each project.

A SAFE HAvEN FOR URBAN TREES, 
wITH wREkIN TREEBUNkER™ SySTEM

Roy.Partington@wrekinproducts.com
www.wrekinproducts.com
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In 2008 when our two hospital sites 
merged onto the new RDH site,  
hospital parking became a challenge. 
With car parking problems  
overshadowing the otherwise positive 

new hospital experience, a tremendous 
effort was put into developing innovative 
ways to encourage alternative transport 
use through the Trust’s Travel Plan.

The Trust’s planning obligations for the 
RDH and Manor Car Park required us to 
achieve a single occupancy vehicle (SOV) 
target of 48% by 2012.

Despite endless calls from staff to ‘build’ 
a multi-storey car park and simply address 
the problem by creating more car parking, 
the Trust set out to work in partnership 
with Derby City Council and local transport 
providers to influence and support  
sustainable behaviour change by  
encouraging staff to choose the healthy 
option and reduce their carbon footprint by 
using sustainable modes of transport.

The last 6 years the Trust has been 
successful reducing SOV. This has been 
sustained by keeping our Travel Plan  
active. Shown by an increase in staff  
walking, cycling, using public transport to 
work and lift sharing demonstrating the 
Trust’s Travel Plan is working effectively  
and our commitment to building a  
sustainable future in reducing congestion, 
greenhouse gas emissions and promoting 
health benefits.

The Trust Travel Plan has been  
running for 6 years incorporating cycle, 
public transport, and walk to work  
incentive weeks. In addition to these  
initiatives include;

Strong links with Derby City Council, 
securing a £10,000 grant to update 
and refurbish staff changing facilities 
at the LRCH
Presenting our Travel plan to our 
Environmental Champions to cascade 
to our wards and departments.
Incentives for staff using alternative 
modes of transport include £100 
voucher towards the cost of a bike,  
12 free parking entries for staff who 
cycle, free cycle maintenance,  
cyclists breakfasts, pedometers,  
and much more!
Increasing our Parking Partner car 
sharing spaces due to demand.
Secure bike shelters and staff  
changing facilities at RDH and LRCH

•

•

•

•

•

Discounted travel passes and monthly 
road shows promoting cheapest ways 
to travel on public transport
Staff and patients have access to our 
travel kiosks which show real time 
information giving everybody access to 
travel information who comes to the 
hospital. We have a dedicated Travel 
zone area which is located in the main 
entrance of the RDH, this is an area 
that provides staff, patient and visitors 
up to date travel information, maps 
and travel events.
Electric Charging Points in our staff 
car park and visitors car parks at RDH 
and LRCH
Our WiFi for patients and visitors 
hosts a dedicated transport tab on the 
home page and our staff intranet site 
hosts a wealth of information on travel 
and transport choices for staff.

Over the past 6 years we have  
sustained our campaign to influence  
behaviour change through staff travel 
incentive weeks which help promote all 
modes of sustainable transport options.

The positive impact we can therefore 
have on the local community and  
environment as well as individual’s lifestyle 
choice and wellbeing is tremendous. From 
the results of the 2010 Staff Travel survey, 
59% of our staff travelled to work alone in 
their car. This has reduced to 49% of our 

•

•

•

•

staff travelling alone in their cars in 2015, 
thus giving a reduction of 10%. In addition 
a further 5% increase has been achieved in 
staff walking to work, which has exceeded 
our travel plan target. Public transport  
usage has increased by 3%.

We have integrated our travel initiatives 
into our overall all staff health and  
wellbeing programme called ‘Get Healthy 
Stay Healthy’. Staff have said by walking and 
cycling to work they are more energised 
and ready to start their day. Last year  
more than 500 staff participated in our 
awareness weeks.

The impact of this change has been 
demonstrated with achievement of the 
Carbon Trust Standard and long lasting 
partnerships within the local community.

Our plans for 2016

Over the next 12 months our staff 
travel survey will be sent out to all staff to 
complete so we can get an understanding 
of how our staff commute to work, we will 
be looking to increase the number of our 
car sharing spaces (Parking Partners).  
Increase secure cycle facilities at the  
London Road Community Hospital,  
continue with our travel incentive week and 
sustainability days, and keep staff, patients 
and visitors up to date with our work by 
publishing our 2016 Travel Summary.
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Introduction

The Scottish Parliament accommodates 
around 1200 building users including 129 
elected Members (MSPs) and their staff; 
some 450 Scottish Parliamentary Service 
staff; Scottish Government staff;  
contractors; media personnel; and plays 
host to around 300,000 visitors a year.  
Responsibility for providing  
accommodation, staff and services to  
the Parliament lies with the Scottish 
Parliamentary Corporate Body (SPCB), a 
committee of Members chaired by the 
Presiding Officer. The Scottish Parliament 
site at Holyrood includes several connected 
buildings which require energy for heating, 
cooling and lighting. Staff and visitors to 
the site also produce emissions from their 
transport options. Day to day responsibility 
for delivering services is delegated to the 
Clerk/Chief Executive, who is Head of the 
Scottish Parliamentary Service.

The SPCB has made a commitment  
to continuous improvement of its  
environmental performance. To  
demonstrate this commitment, the  
SPCB has established an Environmental 
Management System (EMS), compliant with 
the international standard ISO 14001:2004. 
We have been certified to the standard 
since 2007.

In April 2013 the Leadership Group  
approved its second carbon management 
plan. This plan sets out an ambitious 
programme to reduce our carbon footprint 
by at least 34% by 2016 from a 2005/06 

baseline. This will deliver a reduction in our 
carbon emissions of 1300 tonnes of carbon 
dioxide and annual savings of £245,000 per 
annum. But even this challenging target is 
only a staging post towards our vision to 
become a low carbon organisation, and 
the longer target is therefore to reduce our 
footprint by 42% by 2020.

Governance

Environment and sustainability is given 
the highest levels of attention at the senior 
level at the Scottish Parliament. There is an 
Environment and Sustainability Board with 
a Chair appointed by the Chief Executive, 
which reports directly to the SPCB.

The Environment and Sustainability 
Board has a remit to;

To innovate and lead the Scottish  
Parliament towards a more  
sustainable future using the  
Sustainable Development decision 
making matrix.
To develop a strategic programme  
for the sustainable development  
of the Holyrood site, engagement  
on sustainability with building  
users, and supporting local offices.
To review mandatory environment 
performance and progress  
against targets.
To provide assistance and support  
to the Environment Performance 
Manager to deliver this remit.
To support and provide direction 
to the Eco Network in its mission 

•

•

•

•

•

to develop and implement projects 
which will improve our environmental 
performance and to improve the level 
and understanding of environmental 
issues with their colleagues.
To act as a conduit within the local 
area of influence to encourage  
organisations to coalesce around  
sustainability issues and opportunities.

The Scottish Parliament has an  
employee led movement called the Real 
Action on Climate Emissions Team, who 
work to make the Parliament a low carbon 
workplace by running building user  
engagement activities.

We also have an Eco Network which is 
made up of environment champions from 
every department across the Parliament. 
These environment champions are able to 
report back on any environment concerns 
or suggestions from within their offices, 
and run mini engagement campaigns with 
their colleagues on specific issues such as 
energy and travel.

Communication

We have a comprehensive programme 
of communications on environmental  
issues incorporating the tools which are 
used by employees and building users 
across the Parliament.

We have an online social media type 
platform call SP Learning which has an 
unique ‘Community’ especially for those 
interested in the environment. There are 
posts and comments everyday with news 
stories being shared and suggestions for 
how employees can act more sustainably.

There is an all building user email sent 
once a week, called the Corporate Bulletin 
which will feature Environment and  
Sustainability stories when relevant.

The electronic online magazine called 

•

EH99 will feature environment stories and 
features in a chatty magazine style format.

We also use the communal area of the 
building as a good space to hold a stall or 
stand to provide further information and 
engage with employees and visitors in a 
face to face way.

Cost Effectiveness

If the target to reduce the carbon 
emissions by 42% by 2020 is achieved, the 
savings (compared to a business as usual 
scenario or where carbon emissions from 
electricity and gas are not carefully  
managed) are predicted to be  
approximately £300,000 and a minimum of 
1800 tonnes of carbon dioxide per annum 
at current energy prices and will be greater 
if prices increase over this period.

There are also cost savings that have 
been made by reducing and recycling 
waste, particularly paper, but this is harder 
to quantify. The Paperless and Digital  
Parliament projects have been the main 
drivers for decreasing the amount of paper 
used by MSPs, their staff and SPCB staff. 
The projects involve changing the Business 
Bulletin, which details all the business 
occurring in the Parliament on each day, 
to an online digital version. The reduces 
the amount of paper by about 500 pages 
every business working day. The SPCB has 
also developed an app for the MSPs to use 
through which all parliamentary paperwork, 
briefings and meeting notes can be  
downloaded and annotated. The take up 
and use of this app is expected to increase 
in the next Parliamentary Session.

Finally the Digital Parliament project has 
enabled meeting rooms to become digitally 
enhanced, by incorporating smart boards, 
skype and video conferencing facilities.

Carbon Reduction

In 2010 the Parliament developed its 
first carbon management plan (CMP). This 
was revised in April 2013 and the CMP 2020 
launched. The plan set the roadmap for 
reducing the Parliament’s carbon emissions 
and challenging interim and long-term 
targets to reduce emissions and electricity 
use by 42% by 2020.

More than 90% of the Parliament’s 
carbon emissions result from the use of 
electricity and gas. The CMP 2020 therefore 
focuses heavily on reducing use of  
electricity and gas by improving control of 
equipment in the building, making heating 
and ventilation systems more responsive 
to our requirements and investing in more 
energy efficient equipment. 

For 2014/15 Emissions are down by 
29% compared to 2005/06 and by 8%  
on the previous year. The majority of  
this reduction has been achieved by  
reducing the electricity and gas we  
consume in the Parliament building.  
We have invested in replacing our existing  
lighting with LED lights, which are much 
more energy efficient.

We are now three-quarters of the way 
towards our 2020 target, with some 1,083 
tonnes removed from the footprint since 
2005/06 and a reduction of 253 tonnes 
since 2013/14.

Biodiversity Enhancement

The SPCB continues to maintain its 
grounds with the aim of supporting the 
biodiversity of the area. A large area of the 
grounds has been raised up and planted 
with indigenous Scottish wildflowers, 
shrubs, wild grasses and trees. The  
wildflower meadows have been designed  
to contrast with the cut turf lawns of the 
surrounding area and feature plants  
such as sticky catchfly, dropwort and 
meadow cranesbill.

The number of wild plant and flower 
species has been greatly increased in 
recent years by staff volunteers working 
with the Royal Botanic Garden Edinburgh 
(RBGE). RBGE and Parliament employees 
grow appropriate flowering plants such 
as foxglove, red and white campion and 
viper’s bugloss, which were planted out in 
the grounds in autumn. In addition, a large 
quantity of yellow rattle seeds were planted 
by the team to help control the grass and 
give other wild plants the opportunity to 
flourish. Two years into this project, the 
grounds are full of colourful flowers  
enjoyed by both wildlife and people. 

At the Scottish Parliament we are very 
conscious of our place in the landscape and 
are keen to ensure that we can contribute 
to thriving ecology across Scotland. We are 
very aware of the importance of bees as 
the world’s most important pollinator of 
food crops. It is estimated that one third of 
the food that we consume each day relies 
on pollination mainly by bees, but also by 
other insects, birds and bats.

We have 4 beehives onsite at the  
Scottish Parliament, during the summer 
they are situated in the Member’s Garden 
and can be visible from the Member’s 
restaurant. The bees have good access to 
all the foliage across Holyrood Park and 
Arthur’s Seat, as well as the plants and  
flowers within the Parliament’s Gardens 
and wild flower meadows.

The bees and beehives are managed on 
our behalf by Hood’s Honey, a family run, 
local business who have been beekeeping 
since 1950. www.hoodshoney.com

The beeswax (which is a bi-product  
of beekeeping), from Hood’s Honey bees 
has been used to fill the Great Seal of 
Scotland and seal every act of the Scottish 
Parliament since its inception – over 200  
in number.

The beehives produce between 80lbs 
to 120lbs of honey each autumn which is 
bottled and sold in the Scottish Parliament 
gift shop. Hood’s Honey products are also 
available to purchase in the gift shop. We 
are participating in this initiative in an effort 
to increase public awareness of the plight 
of Scotland’s honey bee populations and to 
help support biodiversity.

GOvERNMENT 
– ScOTTiSh parliaMENT
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IntroductIon to  
sustaInabIlIty at  

barnsley hospItal

Barnsley Hospital is a small acute Trust 
with a big ambition to become truly  
sustainable. We are fully committed to 
sustainability and reducing our carbon 
footprint through our Estates Strategy, 
Board-approved Sustainable Development 
Management and Action Plans’ (SDMP & 
SDAP). Since 2011 when we published 
our first SDMP, sustainability has been at 
the heart of everything we do. We have 
been making good progress against the 
objectives we set ourselves with a focus on 
thirteen main workstreams:

Energy & Carbon Management
Procurement, Pharmacy & Food
Low Carbon Transport & Access
Water
Waste
Climate Change Adaptation
Designing the Built Environment
Organisation & Workforce  
Development
Role of Partnerships & Networks
Governance & Compliance
Finance
Information Technology
Communications

coMMunIcatIon

In order to become a low carbon  
sustainable hospital we need to ensure  
appropriate behaviours are encouraged  
in our staff, patients, visitors and  
suppliers. Raising awareness through 
education and communicating progress 
against our targets is vital to the success of 
achieving our sustainability ambitions.

Our communications team promote  
the sustainability agenda to increase 
engagement through a variety of media. 
Positive, systematic and regular internal 
and external communication of our  
environmental sustainability activities  
are essential and key to creating an  
environment where sustainability is at the 
forefront of everything we do. We have 
developed a Sustainability Communications 
Plan that delivers on-going initiatives that 
capture attention and are persuasive.  
Some of our activities include:

NHS Sustainability Day: an annual 
event held every year with themes on 

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

energy efficiency, water, waste and 
travel helping connect directly with 
stakeholders
Newsletters, Trust Magazine & 
Intranet: progress is shared through 
regular bulletins
Campaigns: campaigns are run on a 
variety of themes throughout the year 
to increase engagement and  
behavioural change
Workshops: regular events such as 
Dr Bike Clinics, CycleBoost, and E-Bike 
loans scheme for staff
External Links: Trust news is shared 
with local/regional media.
agM: stakeholders are invited to 
attend our annual meeting where we 
apprise them about our achievements 
and progress.

cost eFFectIveness

The NHS budget is not rising in-line with 
increasing costs to deliver services. By  
delivering healthcare in a more sustainable 
way using integrated models of care, 
promoting prevention and supporting 
people to stay in their own homes as long 
as possible, we can reduce emergency 
admissions and ensure that our resources 
are focused on delivering the best possible 
health outcomes.

We recognise the major role we play in 
promoting and embedding sustainability 
across the Trust. We have a responsibility to 
our staff, patients and the wider community 
to act in a responsible manner. Sustaining 
a modern health service therefore requires 

•

•

•

•

•

a strong link between the three tiers of 
sustainable development. We apply a triple 
bottom line approach taking a holistic view 
of all activities including social, economic 
and environmental considerations.

Examples of some of our work include:
Built Environment: we are committed 
to creating an effective and efficient 
Estate by placing great emphasis on 
trying to ensure that our buildings and 
the way we operate them are  
sustainable and aim to minimise the 
negative impact we might have on  
the environment. We maximise the 
use of our space to increase  
efficiency through our Space  
utilisation programme
procurement: the environmental 
impact of what and how we procure 
and dispose of goods and services 
represents a significant part of our 
activities. The decisions we make and 
the processes we follow reduce the 
environmental effect and deliver both 
carbon and financial savings
Financial and Carbon Saving: our 
investment decisions are made with 
consideration to highest ROI, shortest 
payback as well as carbon savings.

We deliver our services in a cost  
effective and efficient manner without  
compromising quality. Our vision for the 
estate is one of a sustainable and  
effective facility that nurtures patient  
care through the delivery of a safe, quality 
environment that is appropriate to the  
clinical services provided.

•

•

•

partnershIps

The Trust recognises that we cannot 
address the impact of climate change alone 
and only by building strong partnerships  
we can share good practice and drive  
improvements with stakeholders at local, 
regional and national level and deliver a 
sustainable and low carbon service. Our 
strategic vision is “to be the best integrated 
healthcare organisation of choice for our 
local communities and beyond”.

The Trust Security & Emergency  
Resilience Service have pioneered  
sustainability and adaptation to climate 
change in multi-agency exercises involving 
a number of key resilience partners  
including police, fire service, local authority, 
ambulance service, NHS England and NHS 
Protect. Learning from these exercises is 
included in severe weather and heatwave 
planning to ensure the security and safety 
of staff and patients. The Head of Service is 
a past member of the national Adaptation 
to Climate Change Committee hosted by 
central government.

Working in Partnership is one of  
our four core Trust objectives which  
form the main drivers of our Trust’s  
sustainability. Our SDMP sets out our 
Trust’s expectations:

Work with local, regional and national 
groups and organisations to deliver 
shared sustainability goals
Work with partners that impact our 
carbon footprint
Participation and contribution to local, 
regional sustainability groups and 
networks
Attend seminars, events and  
exhibitions on the sustainability and 
climate change agenda
Assist and work with the NHS  
Sustainable Development unit
Share knowledge, skills and best  
practice with other Trusts

Examples of some of the work we 
have been doing in collaboration with our 
partners include:

Stagecoach: promote use of local 
buses to our staff, patients and visitors 
to reduce travel carbon footprint
Barnsley Metropolitan Borough 
Council: delivered cycling schemes to 
encourage modal shift from car to bike
Local suppliers: actively promote use 
of ‘buying locally’ to strengthen the 
regional economy
Working Together Programme: the 
Trust participates by working with 6 
other regional Trusts to deliver  
services and make efficiencies by 
working collectively
Health & Wellbeing Board + Local 
Authority: work with these partners 
to ensure climate change adaption  

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

is at the forefront of policy and  
decision making
Health Resilience Forum: raise issues 
to stakeholders from South yorkshire 
and Bassetlaw
Emergency Planning Society:  
presentations delivered in respect  
of climate change adaptation  
and sustainability

InnovatIon and product  
selectIon/dIversIty

We are very focussed on mitigating 
against rising energy prices and achieving 
our climate change obligations. We take  
energy efficiency extremely seriously and 
any opportunity to save money, reduce 
wastage and cut carbon is an essential part 
of our management plan. Some of the  
technologies that we have installed include:

Variable Speed Drives
LED lighting & controls
Efficient pumps
New windows and roof insulation  
to improve thermal comfort and  
minimise fabric heat loss
E-Rostering
Pharmacy Robots
Temperature controlled drug cabinets
E-tendering to reduce resources  
to complete tender activity and  
bid analysis
E-procurement portal
Virtual Desktop Infrastructure
AMR for M&T
Rollout of Schneider StruxtureWare
Installation of Plate Heat Exchangers
Boiler economisers

In 2012/13 we invested in a 1,130 kWe 
Combined Heat and Power (CHP) plant to 
meet the majority of the sites electricity 
demand through onsite generation. We 
generate 80% of our own electricity which is 
equivalent to power 2,552 homes in  
Barnsley. Due to the efficiency of our CHP 
we receive 100% exemption on our CCL 
saving the Trust over £80k p.a.

•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

In 2014 we started to rollout Electronic 
Patient Records (EPR) system which not 
only helps us treat our patients more  
effectively but also moves us towards  
becoming a paperless hospital.

carbon reductIon  
coMMIttMent

The Trust is focussed on reducing our 
carbon footprint across our entire  
operation. Our SDMP details the steps 
that we will take between now and in the 
future to adapt and mitigate against the 
impacts of climate change and how we will 
work towards achieving our obligations in 
accordance with the Climate Change Act 
2008. The timeline shows our baseline and 
required targets (see Fig.1)

Our 1990 baseline was 13,417 tCO2e 
with a requirement to achieve a target of 
8,855 tCO2e by 2020 which represents a 
34% reduction. Our emissions as at  
2015-16 were 8,736 tCO2e and we are 
currently ahead of the target. We expect 
to make further reductions and are well 
placed to achieving substantial emissions 
reduction by 2020.

Forward outlooK

Barnsley Hospital is a highly  
demanding organisation and with high 
expectations. We will continue to work 
with the same drive and determination 
to exceed our carbon targets through 
investment in improving our infrastructure, 
achieving behavioural changes, by being 
creative and employing intelligent solutions 
to our operation. We will continue to work 
with our existing partners and develop 
relationships with new partners that  
share our vision.

fig.1
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SuStainable office

For years, there has been a  
perception within the public 
sector that cloud computing is 
more of a danger than a tool to 
increase efficiency levels. The 

greatest concern has been the security  
of hosting sensitive data remotely and  
the resultant impact downtime would have 
on departments.

However, as time goes by, attitudes 
towards cloud computing in the public 
sector are changing and more bodies are 
accepting the vast benefits it can have on 
their daily processes. This is due to a  
combination of elements. People now  
continuously use cloud services in the 
home and are therefore much more open 
to doing so in a work environment.  
Simultaneously, the public sector has  
realised the vast number of silos present 
are negatively impacting consumer  
experiences and this is a key driving force 
behind the action now being taken.

The Health & Social Care  
Network

In 2015, the Department for Health 
approved plans for the Health & Social Care 
Network (HSCN) and this is set to replace 
the current N3 network in the coming 
months. N3 has been live for more than 15 
years and is reaching end-of-life – it  
struggles to accommodate the types of 
disruptive technologies the public sector 
should be embracing. HSCN will combat 
this issue, providing a platform for  
innovation to be placed at the forefront  
of the health and social care sectors, while 
integrating these two areas to the benefit  
of everyone involved, from care  
professionals on the front line, through  
to the patients themselves.

However, for HSCN to be the success 
the public sector deserves, it’s vital software 
providers engage with the network and 
ensure health and social care departments 
have access to the latest technologies to 
improve service levels. But why should 
these providers begin to act on this now?

New network model

The incumbent N3 network is a  
single-supplier system which results in 
 

 major difficulties for providers which don’t 
carry the same gravitas as some of the big 
industry players. As such, many may have 
shied away from offering services, assuming 
they wouldn’t be able to compete. However, 
the introduction of HSCN will completely 
change this, as the single-supplier system 
will be replaced with a disaggregated,  
multi-supplier model. This will drive  
competition amongst suppliers and  
offer a more even playing field for smaller 
businesses to enter the procurement race 
alongside industry goliaths such as BT.  
It therefore becomes a platform for  
innovative thinking. If departments no 
longer need to enter into all-encompassing 
contracts with one supplier, they can pick 
and choose from a variety of disruptive 
technologies being introduced via HSCN.  
If the software provider then impresses 
with its service, more opportunities may 
arise as a result. However, failing to act now 
will undoubtedly result in companies being 
left behind by fast-moving competitors.

Looking to the future

The NHS has been at crisis levels 
throughout the winter and this is only  
going to get worse if the silos remain in 
place. Currently, if a patient walks into A&E 
with a potentially broken ankle, they will go 
through numerous different systems –  
initial triage, first consultant, X-ray and 
results – each of which will waste time  
repeating information which should be 
readily available. There will also  
increasingly be issues during peak times  
as more people head online to consult  
with professionals and book appointments. 
HSCN will resolve both of these  
problems, if software providers engage 
with the network.

How can a new network have such an 
overarching impact on the healthcare  
sector? The service is built on the latest 
technology and has therefore been  
created with scalability in mind. So during 
peak times when the N3 network may 
have struggled, or completely fallen over, 
HSCN will react to increased demand and 
increase capacity accordingly. This means 
software providers will never see their 

services or revenue streams drop due to 
the network failing.

HSCN is also built with collaboration 
and integration in mind, not only for users 
who want to use numerous different  
applications within their department, but  
also for the silos in place. For example, 
health and social care are currently 
totally separate entities, despite the clear 
crossover in service and patients. This often 
results in a disparate experience which is 
not only unnecessarily time-consuming but 
also frustrating for patients who are forced 
to endure repetitious conversations and 
questions from doctors, nurses and  
community care assistants. By embracing 
HSCN, software providers can offer services 
which encompass all aspects of the health 
and social sectors, which in turn can drive 
brand loyalty in the long term.

next steps

So how do software providers get onto 
HSCN? Those which are currently selling to 
the public sector via the N3 network need 
to work with a consumer network service 
provider (CN-SP) which will then facilitate 
moving onto the new network once this is 
fully operating. The sooner this is done, the 
sooner suppliers will be up and running 
on the new network and entered into the 
procurement race. It will not be possible to 
purchase services from N3 service provider 
contracts come April, so the sooner this is 
done, the better as failing to do so now may 
see them waiting until 2019.

However, for software providers 
interested in selling to the public sector but 
aren’t currently doing so, it’s vital they take 
action now. These suppliers must ensure 
they are on the N3 network before the end 
of March to ease the process significantly, 
as those already on the system will be the 
first to be moved over onto HSCN. Leaving 
it until after the March 31st cut-off period 
will inevitably result in businesses being left 
behind by the competition and finding it 
increasingly difficult to profit from HSCN.

HOw HSCN wILL CHANGE THE 
GAME FOR PUBLIC SECTOR 
SOFTwARE PROvIDERS

Mark hall, public Sector Director at redcentric
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Introduction

Aspire Defence Services Limited (ADSL) 
manages the Total Facilities Management 
element of Project Allenby/Connaught (PAC), 
a 35 year contract and the largest  
infrastructure PFI ever let by the Ministry of 
Defence (MOD) covering four Army garrisons 
on Salisbury Plain and in Aldershot.

Water conservation on the MOD estate 
is a pressing concern. Developments in the 
MOD estate put a strain on infrastructure 
designed for much smaller local populations. 
In line with Government Greening  
Commitments and their own over-arching 
goals to minimise the impacts of defence  
activities, the Defence Infrastructure  
Organisation (DIO) and the MOD took  
positive action to improve efficiencies in 
water usage and water conservation across 
the estate.

In addition, the DIO had an urgent  
requirement to address water efficiency  
issues within the Larkhill and Bulford  
Garrisons and Fargo satellite site, in part to 
support planning applications for Army  
Basing Programme (ABP) proposed works 
and to address the concerns of The  
Environment Agency (EA) with regard to 
further abstraction of water from ground 
sources in the area.

As a result, in 2015 ADSL were  
requested to undertake a Water Wastage 
Efficiency report for each of these sites to 
identify how water could be saved.

Communication

Throughout the project the DIO and 
ADSL management team were updated 
weekly on progress and results. These 
results were shared with the Garrison 
ADSL teams and the MOD’s Safety, Health, 
Environment and Fire representatives for 
distribution to the wider base population. 
Where instant actions were delivered  
during the surveys, labels were added to 
appliances to ensure occupants understood 
what had been altered and why, to help 
them understand how these changes will 
help save water.

In addition ADSL’s Energy Team  
supported the DIO Area utility Manager’s 
Energy Awareness Roadshow events across 
the garrisons to help improve awareness 
and show base personnel how they can help 
save energy and water where they live and 
work. The results from the Water Efficiency 
programme formed a key element of ADSL’s 
engagement and awareness material,  
with key water saving findings and  

recommendations incorporated into posters 
and booklets for distribution to MOD  
personnel. An example of this material is  
attached to this submission and was used  
to give guidance on good energy  
management practices.

Cost Effectiveness

As part of the proposed planning  
consent for ABP across Salisbury Plain there 
was an urgent requirement for the DIO to 
reduce the water consumption, in particular 
water wastage and leakage, across Larkhill 
and Bulford Garrisons. The results of this 
Water Wastage Efficiency programme 
delivered the savings needed to meet this 
requirement. In addition the DIO and MOD 
take water conservation very seriously and 
this project has helped them achieve  
significant inroads into reducing their  
water wastage at these sites and highlighted 
opportunities for improvements at  
other locations.

‘ADSL have given an innovative, fresh 
approach to water saving on the estate and 
delivered real value to the MOD. This project 
demonstrates our underlying commitment 
to water conservation and the environment 
and we are now looking at extending this 
project to other viable sites’ keith Westlake, 
Project Allenby Connaught M&E services, 
DIO.

Following completion of all the detailed 
survey and investigation work, the final 
report provided a summary analysis and 
evaluation of the findings, which includes  
the amount of water saved, and  
recommendations for further water  
efficiencies. The success of this programme, 
lessons learned and the excellent results 
it delivered has helped demonstrate the 
opportunity that exists to improve water 
conservation and efficiency at other sites 
within the MOD estate.

Partnerships

The Energy Analysts and Energy  
Monitoring Technicians at ADSL worked 
together for 5 months to complete these  
detailed surveys, implement actions and 
report on project progress for the 495  
buildings. During and after the surveys, the 
Garrison Maintenance Teams were also  
involved in delivering more complex  
measures to further reduce waste water 
usage across the sites.

The survey programme was designed to 
be as flexible as possible and regular liaison 
with MOD building managers helped to 

ensure disruption to occupants was kept 
to a minimum.

Innovation and Product  
Selection/Diversity

During 2015 an innovative programme 
was undertaken to survey 495 buildings 
across Larkhill, Bulford and Fargo, with 
the aim of identifying and reducing water 
wastage. Each building survey included the 
following key stages:

Understanding the Current State  
a. Detailed visual inspections,  
monitoringand survey of all water 
consuming appliances, such as toilets, 
showers and urinals and investigating 
how they were currently operating.  
b. Identification of current water 
metering and installation of temporary 
water sub-metering, to identify where 
water is being used in the building. This 
included using specialist leak detection 
equipment to trace suspected major 
water leaks. c. Analysis of current water 
usage and wastage from the identified  
appliances.
Water Wastage Improvement  
a. Identification of water saving  
opportunities and pinpointing  
equipment which required fixing. This 
included making recommendations for 
the installation of water saving devices. 
b. Delivering ‘Instant Actions’ where 
possible – any simple measures that 
delivered immediate water savings, 
with negligible impact on building 
users, were implemented during the 
surveys. This included actions such as 
adjusting appliance water flow rates.  
c. More complex requirements were 
recorded and sent to the Garrison 
Maintenance Teams for resolution, 
through our ADSL ‘Help Desk’ system. 
This system allows requests to be 
logged and tracked through to  
completion.

Carbon Reduction Commitment

The overall outcome of the water  
efficiency drive resulted in a total of 495 
buildings surveyed and 250 help desk 
requests to address the identified issues. 
The surveys identified minimum savings of 
at least 70,400 m3 of water per year. This 
water saving is equivalent to over 880,000 
baths or 1.5M showers.

This is a very significant water saving and 
will help further improve the MOD’s water  
efficiency and conservation credentials 
and ensure the local environment and 
communities are safeguarded. In addition, 
raising awareness and sharing best practice 
amongst MOD personnel across all the sites 
in PAC will further help drive down water 
usage.

1.

2.

Best Water Management project  
– aspire Defence Services limited

PSS awardS winner
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The latest NHS hack has once 
again demonstrated the  
vulnerability of the public sector 
to cyber-crime. This is according 
to Secure Cloudlink, who argues 

that no organisation is immune to a data 
breach, but public sector organisations in 
particular must be endlessly diligent and 
maintain strict control over their digital  
information assets due to the highly  
sensitive nature of the data involved.

Just this week, it was revealed that the 
details of thousands of medical staff in 
Wales were stolen from a private  
contractor’s computer server. The  
information included names, dates of birth, 
radiation doses and National Insurance 
numbers, demonstrating the ongoing 
threat of cybercrime in the uk.

Further highlighting the vulnerability 
of the public sector, a recent Freedom of 
Information (FoI) request, conducted by 
Secure Cloudlink, revealed that 64 per cent 
of London’s councils had experienced a 
data beach in the last four years.

Dave Worrall, CTO at Secure Cloudlink, 
commented: “There is a mass market 
for stolen data and the public sector in 
particular is a vulnerable target. This recent 
attack is by no means an isolated incident; 
we demonstrated back in November that 
the security hygiene of the majority of local 
authorities in London is not up to scratch. 
Despite the clear and present danger and 
with cyber-crime starting to creep higher 
up on the government’s agenda, the public 
sector is still failing to fully grasp the scale 
of the threat right on its doorstep.

“The public sector cannot blindly allow 
these events to continuously occur and 
organisations need to be endlessly diligent 
in their approach to security to alleviate the 
growing security risks present. No one is 
immune so all organisations need to  
understand what is needed to navigate 
today’s increasingly vulnerable security 
landscape. Businesses must keep informed 
of the latest developments in security and 
train all staff accordingly. This is critical in 
the public sector, as the risk of not doing 

so puts not only the organisation in danger, 
but also individual citizens.

“Instilling a security mind-set  
throughout an organisation is half the  
battle. Greater strides also need to be 
made in managing security processes. 
Designs that were once suitable have not 
been updated to keep up with the  
increasing digital economy of today and  
because of this, hackers are able to  
capitalise and steal information much more 
easily. It’s therefore important to address 
the threat landscape by working closely 
with experts in security to adopt new tools 
and practices that offer the utmost  
resilience against cyber-crime. This latest 
hack demonstrates how fallible current 
solutions are. Technology needs to adapt to 
an ever-changing industry and the security 
mind-set needs to be adjusted as well,” 
concludes Worrall.

For further information please go to  
www.securecloudlink.com

Public Sector Must Demonstrate Extreme  
Diligence When Approaching The Cyber 
Threat Landscape, Warns Secure Cloudlink

CIPD research suggests that  
flexible working will be the 
main way of working for 70 per 
cent of organisations by 2020.[1] 

Large scale implementation  
of flexible working policies will create a  
significant workspace management  
challenge for companies already under 
pressure to reduce their real estate  
expenditure.

Jenny Noon, Facilities and Real Estate 
Director at Time Inc. uk, commented: “As 
Time Inc. uk reinvents itself from being 
a traditional media company to a new 
type of business in the digital age, we are 
also transforming the way we work. We’ve 
adopted a ‘modern working’ approach in 
all our office locations, moving everyone 
to hot-desking and creating more vibrant, 
collaborative and inspiring work spaces 
– we’ve even designed a ‘pub’ environment 
for one of our publications. 

“Changing the way our office spaces 
look and feel is helping us to work  
differently, stimulating the creativity we 
need to achieve this important business 
transformation. It’s also helping us to work 

more efficiently by making better use of our 
expensive real estate in London.” 

Condeco Software, who recently won 
a Queen’s Award for helping blue-chip 
brands with this task, are now launching a 
next-generation Desk Screen to provide a 
new way to manage the workplace. By  
connecting each workstation with the 
screen, Condeco offer businesses the 
chance to implement desk booking  
systems, collect usage data, and reduce the 
problem of wasted space.

Jenny Noon continued: “While modern 
working brings many advantages, having 
fewer desks than there are people working 
in your office spaces can be risky. By 
enabling people to book a desk in advance, 
Condeco’s Desk Screens are easing any 
worries they may have about being unable 
to find a desk when they come to the office. 
Particularly useful are features such as the 
clear traffic-light display screens, which do 
away with any uncertainty as to whether a 
desk is booked or not.

“What’s great is that our uS-based  
parent company came to a separate  
decision to also use Condeco, which 

presents the possibility of us having a 
worldwide booking system that streamlines 
the experience of working across  
multiple locations.”

Paul Statham, founder and CEO of  
Condeco, says: “All the developments in 
the way we work – from flexible working to 
working across multiple office locations and 
more – are actually creating a bit of a  
management headache for many  
businesses. And although they are  
designed to make people’s working lives 
easier, sometimes the sum of all the  
changes is to make the office more  
complicated.

“When turning up at a specific office 
location to work, the task of simply finding 
a free desk can be really daunting. The idea 
of the Desk Screen is that people will be 
able to walk into an office and see where 
desks are free. And once you’ve checked-in, 
anyone who needs to come and speak to 
you can very easily find where you’re sitting. 
This plays a big part in ensuring that  
employees can collaborate easily  
throughout their day.

“Technology such as this means that 

embracing more collaborative working is 
not only possible, but effective. Businesses 
who make their offices responsive to a  
flexible workforce can stride towards a 
more productive future, where employees 
are fully engaged.”

Condeco’s Research and  
Development team have created a  
product which combines a simple user 
experience with a competitive price point, 
making the product both affordable and 
easily deployable.

Paul Statham continues: “We know that 
space efficiency savings have the biggest 
impact on real-estate costs across the 
globe.[2] With these savings available to 
those businesses who are able to monitor 
their office space utilisation accurately, the 
Desk Screen promises to deliver real value 
for money, making it the first truly viable 
offering which upgrades the humble desk 
with smart technology.”

More information about the new desk 
screen here: www.condecosoftware.com/
products/desk-booking/desk-screens/

Condeco Software  
– Powering Change

Condeco Software is the fastest  
growing company in workspace utilisation 
and space scheduling, which recorded 
growth of 29 per cent in the year ended 
May 2016. The company saw turnover 
increase from £15.2 million to 19.6 million, 
and attracted investment of $30 million. 
Condeco has also expanded its product suit 
with the recent acquisition of unified  
communications platform MyVRM.

Condeco’s products are now used by 
more than 500 companies, including some 
of the biggest blue chip brands in the world 
across sectors including retail, banking,  
utilities and media.

Condeco’s pioneering software and 
hardware solutions, which are fully  
connected and simple to manage, recently 
received a Queen’s Award for Enterprise, 
the highest business award in the uk. 
Condeco’s success came in the Innovation 
category, highlighting the company’s ability 
to bring world-leading R&D to market and 
emphasising their importance to the wider 
business community.

www.condecosoftware.com

[1] www.cipd.co.uk/pm/peoplemanagement/b/ 
weblog/archive/2016/02/26/flexible-working- 
will-be-main-option-for-most-employers-by-2020-
says-report.aspx

[2] CBRE Global Occupier Survey 201�/2016 
www.cbre.com/research-and-reports/occupier- 
survey-201�-16/global-occupier-survey-201�-16

NEW TECH PuTS END TO PROBLEM OF  
FINDING A FREE DESk IN A FLEXIBLE OFFICE

A workplace where people and 
robots collaborate, employees’ 
personal brands are bigger 
than their employers’ and the 
office is a destination for  

wellness. These emerging trends and  
others are set to transform the way we 
work and how leaders direct their  
businesses over the next 25 years and 
are just some of the findings of the Global 
Workplace Trends report by Sodexo.

 The global services provider has  
interviewed some of the world’s biggest 
thinkers and investigated emerging trends 
and academic research to uncover the 
trends that will impact the nature of the 
workforce and influence future leaders.

 underlying all of the trends is the 
changing view of the employee and how 
they will increasingly put themselves first.

 The five trends which will change the 
uk workforce are:

Next Generation Robotics: Whilst 
some uncertainty exists about the  
impact of robots, they will create 
more than two million jobs in the next 
eight years and will in fact collaborate 
with people on uniquely human jobs.
Personal Branding: Employees will 
increasingly become more aware of 
their own brands, taking a priority 
over their employers’. Personal  
branding is taking on a new life and 
getting deeper scrutiny, as  
employers look to understand  
potential risks and leverage the power 
of employees’ personal brands for the 
good of the company.
Intergenerational Learning: Training 
and expertise will no longer be a  
top-down or old-to-young process. 
With an ageing population and the 
arrival of millennials in the workplace 
will bring a great opportunity for 
learning between the generations.
Wellness in the Workplace: As the 
lines between work and ‘life’ become 
even more blurred, workers will seek 
more than financial or functional  
benefits. The workplace will become  
a wellness destination, where  
employees will demand an  
environment that maintains or even 
enhances their quality of health.  
This goes beyond the insurance  
type packages that many large  
businesses already offer.

•

•

•

•

 The Rise of Cross-workplaces: 
The newest iteration of collaborative 
workspaces takes co-working to a 
new level, with organisations not only 
sharing physical space and resources 
but also intentionally structuring 
interactions across job functions and 
specialisms that encourage problem 
solving approaches in order to  
combine strengths and address  
global issues.

 David Bailey, CEO Corporate Services, 
Sodexo uk & Ireland, said: “Our study 
provides a valuable insight into the many 
factors that are set to change the way our 
workplaces look and operate over the next 
few decades.

 “It is important that businesses are 
constantly looking forward to ensure  
they are in a position to respond to the 
changing demands of employees and  
their clients.

 “It’s critical for business leaders to 
recognise the underlying trends driving 
change, to evaluate their significance and 
stay ahead of – rather than follow – them. 
As a top global employer we have a front 
row seat to understanding the factors that 
will shape the workplace of the future.”

 Other trends identified in the report 
include the increasing importance of  
agility, highlighting that business will seek 
to find the holy grail of speed plus  
stability, enabling them to respond to  
new conditions whilst keeping  
employees satisfied.

 With a workforce hungry for positive 
change, organisations will be under more 
pressure to demonstrate how they are 
actively working towards sustainability, 
including the uN Sustainable  
Development Goals.

 The physical space, technology and 
amenities offered in the working  
environment will also be key to keeping  
a happy workforce. 

 Finally, the report acknowledges the 
movement of people across geographical 
and cultural borders. The sheer spread 
and scale of the relocation of workers, in 
both emerging and developed economies, 
is driving new opportunities to  
demonstrate inclusive leadership through 
evaluating skill needs, availability, location 
benefits and effective cultural integration.

•

SODEXO REVEALS THE 
TOP FIVE WAyS THE 
WORkPLACE WILL 
CHANGE IN THE FuTuRE
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The Data and Analytics  
Directorate sits within the  
Department for Work and  
Pensions (DWP), providing a 
range of services to customers 

across government: from analytical data 
sets to inform Spending Reviews and policy 
research, to fraud/error reporting within 
the benefits arena, to data matching for  
the verification and validation of claims 
eligibility, National Insurance numbers, 
electoral registration etc.

The Directorate is a highly complex  
Big Data environment, housing over 200TB 
of data, handling over 200 data feeds  
and supporting 600 users across the 
Directorate, the DWP and various central 
government organisations.

When the DWP determined that the  
on-premises hosting of its core data  
warehouse was no longer viable, it  
turned to G-Cloud to procure a  
fit-for-purpose alternative that would  
fully leverage the benefits of an assured 
private Cloud provision.

Challenge

The DWP had two main issues with its 
existing data warehouse, both essentially 
corollaries of an in-house hosting solution 
that just grew organically over time without 
the requisite control or investment. First, 
it reached that classic tipping point where 
the legacy hardware was end-of-life and 
much of the software out of support; and 
secondly, the historical physical hosting 
space was subject to regular power outages 
and lacked any of the redundancy and 
resilience consistent with its status as a key 
piece of infrastructure. At its lowest point, 
system availability was measured at just 
92%, and given the value of the services the 
Directorate supplied and the high costs of 
performance-related penalty clauses it was 
subject to, this was deemed unsustainable.

requirement

The DWP decided to make its number 
one priority to rehost the data warehouse 

on a modern, reliable, secure and fully  
supported platform. Procuring via G-Cloud, 
the solution requirement was for:

An Oracle Database-as-a-Service,  
delivered as a Platform-as-a-Service 
(PaaS) private Cloud, incorporating  
migration of large-scale legacy 
datasets through to live system and 
database administration
The provision of OFFICIAL-SENSITIVE 
security level services from multiple 
sovereign (uk) data centres and  
the ability to demonstrably meet  
DWP departmental accreditation  
security requirements
An architecture based on commodity 
(x86) infrastructure and  
standards-based technology
An advanced service management  
and expert Oracle support wrap

How Redcentric helped

Colin Mee, Head of Technical Support 
and Solutions Group, Department for Work 

•

•

•

•

THE DwP TURNS TO 
THE G-CLOUD TO SOLvE 
BIG DATA ISSUES

and Pensions, takes up the story: “While  
G-Cloud enabled us to select a supplier 
fairly painlessly, in as much as Redcentric’s 
catalogue service description and  
commercial offering outscored its  
competitors, in one sense it also gave us 
concerns, at least at the outset. G-Cloud is 
a bit like online dating – the profiles look 
great on paper but how will you get on in 
real life? This project was never going to be 
a hands-off, remote, automatic and  
anonymous lift and shift, where it didn’t 
matter if the parties didn’t get on as long as 
the new technical environment was  
delivered to spec. The complexity of the 
migration, the criticality of system  
availability, the magnitude of the project 
and the inherent risk, these all demanded 
the closest, most trusting, open, committed 
relationship from day one. Redcentric’s raw 
technical capabilities could easily be gauged 
from the outset – but its ability to work  
effectively with us to deliver our number 
one priority? That was an unknown initially.

As fate would have it, we found out  
earlier than we might have about the 
character and calibre of our new supplier. 
We had, in essence, a change of scope, one 
that would significantly add to the work 
products, introduce yet more complexity, 
add to the risk factors, but that was highly 
desirable both operationally in the short 
and medium term, and strategically over 
the long-term.

Redcentric could have quite legitimately 
used the contract to make this an issue but 
the business was refreshingly pragmatic 
and phlegmatic, and far more interested 
in pushing on and seeing how together we 
could get this modified project over the line. 
So the change in operating systems we’d 
unexpectedly added in to the mix simply 
got addressed without fanfare; this was an 
all the more commendable response given 
the existing pressures around on-going 
file conversion work, and the challenges of 
working with a live running scenario where 
we had to keep the data synchronised.

And to be honest, that really set the 
tone for the rest of the engagement, not 
least when Redcentric’s preferred  
measured go-live plan needed radical 

amendment to accommodate our  
insistence on a single weekend cutover!  
Of course there were bumps in the  
road but we had the partnership and  
dialogue going that ensured we always  
had common purpose and could work 
through our issues collectively and with 
shared responsibility. The potential on 
paper has been fully realised in a very  
good working relationship.”

Business benefits

Colin Mee: “Back in 2015 this was  
perceived as ‘a project that couldn’t be 
done’. The fact that as we sit here today 
we have enjoyed more than 150 days of 
continuous uptime demonstrates in the 
clearest possible terms that not only could 
it be done, but done really, really well.  
Redcentric has shown consistent proficiency 
 and professionalism, with a technical  
quality allied to a customer centricity that 
gave us confidence from the off that  
anything was indeed possible.”

Fit for purpose and future-proof 

The DWP’s core atomic data store is 
now housed in an environment tailored to 
its exacting requirements, supported,  
managed and refreshed

Enhanced resilience

The data warehouse is currently  
running at 100% availability. This compares 
with a low of 92% with the previous legacy 
infrastructure.

Commercial advantage 

The project not only came in within 
budget but proved that the DWP could 
successfully move away from long-term 
supplier contracts and benefit from the 
inherent competitiveness of G-Cloud

Improved performance 

One example of the many significant 
improvements is that the monthly  

processing time for a critical citizen  
service function has been reduced by  
66% from the previous 150 hours (6 days) 
to 50 hours.

Reduced risk 

Given its key infrastructure status, any 
issues with the warehouse affect service 
to other departments, incurring financial 
penalties for the DWP. The new hosting  
arrangements are now safeguarding  
requisite performance levels.

Improved flexibility 

The project has secured the transition 
from an end-of-life proprietary platform to 
a commodity (x86)-based secure, scalable 
and highly available private Cloud, securing 
a more adaptive, agile environment going 
forward

Solution Info

Platform as a Service (PaaS)
Database as a Service (DBaaS)
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)
Professional Services
Project Management 
-       Infrastructure, Technical and   
 Solution Architecture 
-       Network Architecture and Net  
 work Engineering 
-       Migration Planning 
-       Hardware Engineers 
-       VMware Engineers 
-       Operating System Engineers, 
 Including Windows, Oracle Solaris 
 and Linux 
-      Oracle Database Migration  
 Consultancy 
-       Oracle Database Administration 
-       Backup, Recovery and Disaster 
 Recovery Consultancy 
-       Storage Engineers 
-        IT Security Expertise
Management and Monitoring  
Administrators

•
•
•
•
•

•

“Because of the complexity of the environment, and because we had  
previously already had a couple of unsuccessful attempts at achieving this, 
we really didn’t think it could be one. But redcentric have proved us wrong. 
They really pulled out all the stops and we now have a highly secure,  
extremely reliable, cloud-based platform which has helped us save costs 
and improve performance.” 

 - Colin Mee, Head of Technical Support and Solutions Group, DWP

SuStainable office
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All public sector organisations 
could achieve an average of  
5% savings compared to  
purchasing solutions direct 
via a new Modular Buildings 

framework – the only national agreement 
~of its type, launched by NHS Shared  
Business Services (NHS SBS). 

NHS SBS is a unique joint venture  
between the Department of Health and 
Sopra Steria founded in 2004. As the  
leading ~provider of business support  
services to the NHS in England, it works 
with over a third of provider trusts and 
100% of commissioning bodies, as well as a 
range of other NHS organisations. 

NHS SBS’ mission is to deliver £1 billion 
savings back to the NHS by 2020, having 
already delivered audited savings of over 
£400m. This has been achieved by  
providing Finance & Accounting,  
Procurement and Employment Services  
to hundreds of NHS organisations.

The NHS SBS strategic procurement 
team offers a large number of national 
framework agreements that are available 
to all public sector organisations rather 
than for use solely within the NHS. The 
new Modular Buildings framework adds to 
its growing Estates and Facilities portfolio 
which includes Construction Consultancy 
Services, Electrical Sundries, Estates  
Services, Facilities Management, Carbon 
Energy & Infrastructure and Waste  
Management Services to name but a few. 

Modular construction is a process in 
which a building is constructed off-site, 
under controlled plant conditions, using  
the same materials and designing to the 
same codes and standards as  
conventionally built facilities but in about 
half the time. The efficiency gains from 
manufactured, modular solutions support 
the delivery of the government’s  
construction and industry strategy  

targets, which include time and cost  
savings as well as whole life cost benefits 
and in use savings. 

The new NHS SBS Modular Building 
framework provides a compliant route for 
the procurement of all types of modular 
buildings, covering offsite building solutions 
for purchase, hire and lease with specific 
lots for healthcare, education, catering and 
bespoke solutions. Lots have been further 
divided to cover hire projects and  
purchases or leases under and above 
£1m. This ensures that only the right mix 
of specialist providers have been awarded 
under each Lot. 

The framework has been awarded  
following a fair and open competition;  
with the specification developed through 
consultation with the market and experts 
in the field. Suppliers have been awarded 
based on a mixture of quality and price  
criteria and have all passed stringent 
checks on their financial status, quality 
standards, health and safety policies and 
environmental credentials. Sustainability 
questions were weighted significantly and 
adherence to the Social Value Act was a 
must for all awarded suppliers. 

The idea for the framework itself came 
from the growing number of enquiries from 
NHS Trusts looking for an offsite  
construction procurement route. It was 
quickly established that the benefits of a 
framework could be extended to the wider 
public sector as a whole, especially in the 
sphere of education, catering and modular 
housing. The framework was therefore  
developed with the full public sector in 
mind and is free and open for all to use. 

The scope of the framework itself is 
broad, covering any offsite solution  
including operating theatres, office space, 
student accommodation, schools, housing, 
catering facilities and bespoke units. The 
expertise in the offsite construction market 
means that any new or temporary building 
project has the potential to be built offsite. 
With only specialist offsite construction 
suppliers with full turnkey capabilities being 
awarded, there is the opportunity for early 
collaboration and no need for the further 
sub-contracting of work. 

There are huge benefits to offsite  
construction, particularly within the NHS 
and education sector where there is often 
limited onsite space, urgent requirements 
and squeezed capital budgets. This  
framework aims to solve these issues 
through an easy to use procurement route 
with specialist suppliers who can all provide 

full turnkey solutions. Offsite construction 
is typically 50% faster than standard onsite 
construction and because approximately 
80% of the building is produced in a  
controlled factory setting, projects are 
nearly always on time and on budget. 

Another area of benefit of modular 
buildings is their environmentally friendly 
and green credentials, which makes them 
more sustainable than traditional  
construction methods. The manufacture 
approach used in modular building  
construction ensures that strict factory 
quality control systems are adhered to and 
this in turn leads to a more efficient  
construction process. By utilising  
sustainable materials and minimising 
material wastage, environmental and social 
responsibilities are accounted for without 
imposing onerous cost implications on 
the budget. For healthcare and education 
environments, modular construction scores 
highly, not only in combining lower  
embodied energy use and consumption 
but also cleaner sites and reduced waste.

There has already been substantial 
interest in the new framework from across 
the whole uk public sector including  
Northern Ireland. 

If you require any further information  
including details on how to access the 

agreement, please contact the NHS SBS 
contract enquires team at  

NSBS.contractenquiries@nhs.net or  
0161 212 ���0. 

Awarded Suppliers:

Actavo Building Solutions 
Ashby and Croft 
Built Offsite 
Caledonian Modular 
Cotaplan (Modular Buildings)
Elite Systems GB
Elliott Group  
Extraspace Solutions 
Ideal Building Systems 
McAvoy Group 
ModuleCo Healthcare 
ModuleCo 
MTX Contracts 
PkL Group 
Portakabin 
Premier Modular 
R G Stones (Buildings) 
REDS10  
Servaccomm Redhall 
Wernick Buildings 
Western Building Systems
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NHS SHARED BUSINESS SERvICES - 
MODULAR BUILDINGS FRAMEwORk

Pupils at East Ward Community 
Primary School in Bury are the 
proud winners of the first ever 
art competition run by  
Portakabin. This gave children 

the unique opportunity to have their  
artwork displayed on the outside of their 
new classroom building.

Children from the after-school art club 
collaborated with their teacher to create 
the eye-catching graphics which feature a 
unique floral design to reflect the school’s 
ethos of growing and learning together. 
The winning design was then developed by 
Portakabin into a striking finish which was 
applied along the façade of the classroom 
building that has recently been installed at 
East Ward School.

Commenting on the school’s success 
in the competition, Teacher Jill Ashton said, 
“We are all thrilled that Portakabin chose 
our design and our new classroom building 
looks fantastic. We used flowers and plants 
to symbolise our school motto which is 
‘Growing and Learning Together’. We are 
all passionate about this theme which is at 
the very heart of our school. We absolutely 
love the fact that it is now reflected on our 
wonderful new classroom block.”

Portakabin provided the new interim 
building at East Ward Primary School to 
accommodate an additional year 2 class 
of 25 children by extending an existing 
modular building. It was delivered, installed 
and handed over in just two weeks. This 
approach was a much faster solution than 
site-based construction to help this  
over-subscribed school meet the increasing 
demand for places for the next three years.

The building provides a bright and  
spacious primary classroom, two  
break-out areas for individual or small 
group learning and a kitchen area. A  
200-tonne crane was used to lift the  
modules over an existing teaching block 
and the new classroom accommodation 
was in place in just one day

David Waites, Head Teacher, said, “The 
building is absolutely brilliant. It has fitted 
in really easily and almost without anyone 
really noticing its arrival! The building has 
been well received by everyone, and  
children and teachers alike really love it.”

“We understand the installation  
operation was quite complex but the  
Portakabinteam made the project really 
very straightforward at every stage. At a 
busy school, that is exactly the sort of  

excellent customer service you need.”
“We had not realised just how large  

and spacious the rooms would be. They are 
so bright and warm, particularly compared 
to our main school building which dates 
back to the 1930s. The teaching staff have 
found the ‘off-shoot’ rooms particularly 
beneficial, which we use for nurturing  
children having difficulties.”

“The local Portakabin team was  
recommended to us by a number of other 
schools. We found their service to be  
superb from start to finish.”

Portakabin undertook all groundworks 
for the project, constructed a link to the 
existing building, and installed fire escape 
steps and a climate control system.

The school’s winning design was 
applied to the exterior of the classroom 
building using a vinyl wrap. This option is 
available for all Portakabin interim buildings 
and is a low maintenance finish, which can 
feature a school’s colours or graphics to  
totally transform the exterior into a 
bespoke façade. Murals and more subtle 
colour schemes can be used to blend  
an interim facility into its surrounding  
environment and can help secure  
planning approval in environmentally  
sensitive locations.

         

BURy SCHOOL wINS FIRST EvER 
‘BUILDING ART’ COMPETITION 
RUN By PORTAkABIN 

www.portakabin.co.uk 
information@portakabin.co.uk 
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Public sector specifiers for 
construction and infrastructure 
projects are now challenging the 
supply chain for sustainable  
solutions; but the bigger  

question is to ask what evidence there is to 
demonstrate tangible sustainability results 
from suppliers states Paul Thompson,  
Marketing Manager for Saint-Gobain  
PAM uk.

There are very few who now doubt that 
climate change is altering our weather  
patterns.  We see examples of extreme 
events, such as flash flooding far more 
frequently than over the past decades. This 
is causing both social and economic issues 
for the country and local communities.

Against this backdrop sustainable  
procurement is coming to the fore, but if 
you are to achieve your sustainable goals 
then suppliers at every level of the supply 
chain need to collaborate.  It is not enough 
to understand what your Tier 1 suppliers 
do, since according to industry figures  
typically 80 percent of their spend is with 
Tier 2 or 3 suppliers.  

It is often the suppliers further down 
the supply chain that are in the best  
position to innovate and provide more 
sustainable long term solutions since  
they provide the products and systems  
that are installed.

The good news is that both the private 
and public sector are getting better at 
collaborating to achieve innovation. The 
challenge moving forwards is to show that 
these solutions are sustainable over the 
long term.

After all when talking about sustainable 
solutions to, for example, deal with flash 
flooding, it has to be incumbent on the 
supply chain to prove that it is offering the 
best possible answer to minimise its affect 
on the very problem that it is trying to solve.

While you may have every confidence 
that your organisation is doing every thing 
that it can to reduce its impact on the  
environment, how can you be sure that 
your supply chain is doing the same?

It is simple for a supplier to claim that 
they are a sustainable organisation; proving 
that they are and further more that they 
are taking further steps to further improve, 
is quite another.  If an organisation is  
serious about its sustainable credentials 
then it should be audited through initiatives 
such as CEMARS (Carbon & Energy  
Measurement and Reduction Scheme).

This independent audit looks at every 
aspect of a business’ environmental  
footprint and far more. This provides a 
benchmark from which it can then set 

targets to continually improve on a  
year-by-year basis.  

So using Saint-Gobain PAM uk as an 
example, our business produces ductile 
and cast iron pipelines, access covers, 
gratings and drainage products. It is not 
surprising to learn that our actions are 
targeted at our foundries to significantly 
reduce and mitigate our environmental 
impact. 

While initiatives such as this is a useful 
start for procurement in that it  
demonstrates a supplier’s attitude to  
environmental sustainability, does it  
really offer enough granular information  
for the specifier of a particular project to 
make an informed choice based on a  
sustainable outcome?

So digging deeper you should actually 
be looking for the sustainable credentials 
of an individual product over its service life.  
This can be determined by conducting a 
life cycle analysis, the results of which are 
declared within an Environmental Product 
Declaration (EPD).

EPDs also reflect a more mature  
approach to procurement in that they show 
a product’s affects on the environment over 
its entire lifecycle, from cradle to grave.   
It has been developed to provide  
environmental information from life cycle 
analysis studies in a common format, 
based on common rules known as Product 
Category Rules.

Make sure however that you  
understand what type of EPD is being  
declared.  If it is a type 3 EPD it means that 
the methods used to collect and present 
the data are independently verified to 
ensure full compliance with the relevant 
standards EN15804 and EN ISO 14025.

And such audits are thorough.  In the 
uk they cover the entire product’s life from 
raw material extraction and processing, 
through manufacturing, transport,  
installation, maintenance and finally end  
of life recycling.  

The result is a series of measurements 
that the specifier can use to assess a 
product’s sustainable credentials, such as 
its carbon footprint, its ecological footprint 
and its water footprint.

And the advantages of such an  
approach reach right through the supply 
chain because it provides data that the 
manufacturer can take action on to further 
improve its results.

Again using Saint Gobain PAM as an 
example, one of the product ranges that we 
manufacture are ductile iron access covers 
and gratings for the road network.   
unsurprisingly the biggest contributor to 

our product’s carbon footprint is in  
production, so, just like CEMARS identified, 
it suggests that targeted action here will 
lead to further improvements in our  
product’s sustainable measurements.

But sustainability explores a product’s 
entire lifecycle and this casts a light right 
through the supply chain. using the same 
example if the product is to achieve its 
maximum lifespan, and therefore reduce its 
impact on the environment, then it needs 
to be installed and maintained properly; 
so effective communication between the 
manufacturer and installing contractor 
and then between the manufacturer, asset 
owner and maintenance contractors for 
preventative maintenance is vital.

Collaboration throughout the supply 
chain leads to innovation that impacts upon 
the environmental, social and economic 
elements of sustainability, but only if all of 
the tiers in the supply chain understand 
what the objectives of the project are and 
then communicate effectively.  Not all the 
answers lie with Tier 1 suppliers.

Equally measuring sustainability reveals 
where further improvements can be made 
so that future projects are even more 
sustainable.  If you don’t measure it, how do 
you know what to benchmark and what to 
improve?

And the great thing about data is that 
once you have it, it can be applied.  BIM is 
an area that the Public Sector has had to 
embrace for its buildings and in the future 
presumably for its other infrastructure 
development.  Equally embodied carbon in 
products will gain in importance if we are to 
make serious inroads into the uk’s climate 
change obligations.

Capturing a product’s sustainability 
data within BIM is something that is being 
advocated and will no doubt see further 
development in the near future.

For now though it is important to 
understand how the entire supply chain 
contributes to your sustainability goals and 
most importantly how it measures these 
impacts.  By involving the whole supply 
chain you will get visibility and the benefit 
of innovations that will reduce a project’s 
environmental impact, improve its social 
impact and tick the economic box through 
life cycle costing as well.  

SUSTAINABLE PROOF

Get more out of your social housing project.
Call 01327 704778 or visit langley.co.uk

In social housing, a great roof isn’t just about 
materials and labour. It’s about the experience that 
comes from working with local authorities, housing 
associations and Registered Social Landlords. 

It’s about having a wide choice of BBA approved 
systems. It’s about partnership and comprehensive 
end-to-end support – from design consultation and 
bespoke specifications through to supplementary 
information for Section 20 notices.

All this goes into a Langley roof with on-site 
monitoring and access to approved contractors 
and installers – all designed to minimise risk and 
deliver roofing excellence. In other words, we 
put everything we have into your roof, so you and 
tenants get the most out of it. 

LANGLEY PUTS MORE 
INTO YOUR ROOF 

SO YOU AND YOUR  
TENANTS GET MORE OUT
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